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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Underwater Direction-of-Arrival Finding:
Maximum Likelihood Estimation and Performance Analysis
by
Tao Li
Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering
Washington University in St. Louis, May 2012
Research Advisor: Dr. Arye Nehorai
In this dissertation, we consider the problems of direction-of-arrival (DOA) nding
using acoustic sensor arrays in underwater scenarios, and develop novel signal models,
maximum likelihood (ML) estimation methods, and performance analysis results.
We rst examine the underwater scenarios where the noise on sensor arrays are spa-
tially correlated, for which we consider using sparse sensor arrays consisting of widely
separated sub-arrays and develop ML DOA estimators based on the Expectation-
Maximization scheme. We examine both zero-mean and non-zero-mean Gaussian
incident signals and provide detailed estimation performance analysis. Our results
show that non-zero means in signals improve the accuracy of DOA estimation.
Then we consider the problem of DOA estimation of marine vessel sources such as
ships, submarines, or torpedoes, which emit acoustic signals containing both sinu-
soidal and random components. We propose a mixed signal model and develop an
ML estimator for narrow-band DOA nding of such signals and then generalize the
ii
results to the wide-band case. We provide thorough performance analysis for the pro-
posed signal model and estimators. We show that our mixed signal model and ML
estimators improve the DOA estimation performance in comparison with the typical
stochastic ones assuming zero-mean Gaussian signals.
At last, we derive a Barankin-type bound (BTB) on the mean-square error of DOA
estimation using acoustic sensor arrays. The typical DOA estimation performance
evaluation are usually based on the Cramer-Rao Bound (CRB), which cannot pre-
dict the threshold region of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), below which the accuracy of
the ML estimation degrades rapidly. Identication of the threshold region has im-
portant applications for DOA estimation in practice. Our derived BTB provides an
approximation to the SNR threshold region.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation aims at nding the direction from which the
signals impinge on the sensor array, which consists of a group of sensors arranged in
a specic geometry that are able to measure the values of the impinging signals. In
the underwater environment, the impinging signals are often acoustic signals, which
are commonly called hydroacoustic signals whose DOAs can be estimated by acoustic
sensor arrays. Underwater DOA estimation has important applications in the detect-
ing, localizing, and tracking of marine vessels like ships, submarines, and torpedoes.
In this dissertation, we propose new signal models, maximum likelihood (ML) esti-
mation methods, and performance analysis results for underwater DOA estimation
problems.
1.1 Formulation
According to their bandwidths, the incident signals can be classied into narrow-band
and wide-band signals. The bandwidth of a narrow-band signal is small such that it
1
can be considered as sinusoidal. Usually a signal can be considered as narrow-band if
D=c 1=B; (1.1)
where D, c, and B are the array length, signal propagation speed, and signal band-
width, respectively [1]-[3]. Suppose there are L signals incident on an array of M
sensors from the far eld, which means the incident signal waves are plane waves. If
the signals are narrow-band, the array measurement model can be neatly formulated
as [1]
y(t) = A()x(t) + (t); t = 1; : : : ; N; (1.2)
where y(t) is a M  1 vector containing the array output at the t-th snapshot,
A() = [a(1);    ;a(L)] (1.3)
is the array steering matrix, a(l) is the L  1 steering vector corresponding to the
l-th source,  = [1; : : : ; L]
T with l the DOA of the l-th source, fgT denotes the
matrix transpose, x(t) is the L  1 vector of signal values at the t-th snapshot, (t)
is an M  1 vector of noise values on the array sensors, and N is the total number
of temporal measurements. The steering matrix A() is determined by the array
geometry, signal carrier frequencies, and DOA (see [1] for the formulation of steering
matrix). But since both the array geometry and carrier frequencies are known, the
steering matrix becomes only a function of DOA. The aim of narrow-band DOA
nding is to estimate  from the noise corrupted array output y(t), t = 1; : : : ; N .
If the narrow-band condition in (1.1) is not satised, the signals are considered as
wide-band, and the measurement model in (1.2) cannot be applied. In this case, we
usually rst decompose the wide frequency band into a set of narrow sub-bands [1], in
2
each of which the narrow-band condition is satised such that the model in (1.2) can
be applied. For instance, if we decompose the wide frequency band into K sub-bands,
in each of which (1.2) holds. Then the wide-band measurement model can be written
as
yk(t) = Ak()xk(t) + k(t); t = 1; : : : ; N; k = 1; : : : ; K; (1.4)
where yk(t) is the M  1 measurement vector at the t-th snapshot from the k-th
sub-band,
Ak() = [ak(1);    ;ak(L)] (1.5)
is the array steering matrix for the k-th sub-band, xk(t) is the L  1 signal value
vector from the k-th sub-band, k(t) is theM1 noise vector from the k-th sub-band.
Note that the DOA vector  is identical for all sub-bands but the carrier frequencies
dier for dierent sub-bands. So the steering matrices from dierent sub-bands are
dierent.
1.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Typical DOA estimation methods include beamforming techniques [4], subspace-
based methods such as MUSIC [6] and ESPRIT [2], and maximum likelihood (ML)
methods (see [7] for examples). Among varieties of DOA estimation methods, the ML
methods are often able to provide better performance than the others not only due to
their asymptotic performance usually achieving the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB), which
is a lower bound on estimation errors, but also because they can take advantage of
better signal or noise models to provide better DOA estimation performance (see [8]
for an example).
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The ML methods aim at nding the DOA estimates by maximizing the log-likelihood
(LL) functions over the unknown parameters including DOAs and unknown signal and
noise parameters. Dierent signal or noise models may result in dierent LL functions
and therefore dierent ML estimators. For example, the deterministic (conditional)
signal model in [8] considers the signal values at all snapshots as deterministic un-
known parameters and assumes the noise to be spatially and temporally white. Under
this assumption, the unknown parameters in (1.2) include the DOA vector , the sig-
nal values x(t); t = 1; : : : ; N , and the noise power 2. By omitting constant terms,
the LL function can be written as
L(;X;Q) =  N log jQj   traceQ 1C(;X)	 ; (1.6)
where
X = [x(1);    ;x(N)]; (1.7)
C(;X) = [Y  A()X][Y  A()X]H ; (1.8)
Y = [y(1);    ;y(N)]; (1.9)
Q = 2IM , IM is an M  M identity matrix, and j  j and tracefg denote the
determinant and the trace of a matrix, respectively.
Also in [8], the stochastic (unconditional) signal model considers the noise as spatially
and temporally white as well but assumes the signal values are temporally indepen-
dent and follow a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with unknown correlation matrix
P at each snapshot. According to this model and after omitting constant terms, the
4
LL function can be formulated as
L(;P ;Q) =   log jA()PAH() +Qj   trace
n
A()PAH() +Q
 1
R^yy
o
; (1.10)
where
R^yy =
1
N
Y Y H : (1.11)
The unknown parameters in (1.10) are , P , and 2.
We can see that the LL functions in (1.6) and (1.10) have dierent formulations and
unknown parameters. Maximizing (1.6) and (1.10) with respect to their unknown
parameters,respectively, will denitely results in dierent ML DOA estimators. It
has been shown in [8] that the ML estimator based on the stochastic signal model
provides better performance than the ML estimator based on the deterministic signal
model for DOA estimation of zero-mean Gaussian signals. Therefore, to improve the
performance of ML DOA estimation, we ought to design signal and noise models to
be as accurate as possible.
1.3 Our Contributions
In this research, we develop new signal models, ML estimators, and performance
analysis results for some underwater DOA estimation problems. We summarize our
contributions as follows.
5
ML DOA Estimation in Spatially Colored Noise Using Sparse
Arrays
Sparse sensor arrays have been explored as an eective solution to DOA estimation
in spatially colored noise, which is quite common in underwater scenarios. We con-
sider the narrow-band DOA estimation in spatially colored noise using sparse sensor
arrays and develop new ML DOA estimators under the assumptions of zero-mean
and non-zero-mean Gaussian signals based on an Expectation-Maximization (EM)
framework. For the DOA nding of non-zero-mean Gaussian signals, we compute
the CRB as well as the asymptotic error covariance matrix of the ML estimator that
improperly assumes zero-mean Gaussian signals. We provide both analytical and nu-
merical comparisons for the existing deterministic and the proposed ML estimators.
The results show that the proposed estimators provide better accuracy than the ex-
isting deterministic estimator, and that the non-zero means in the signals improve
the accuracy of DOA estimation.
DOA Finding for Hydroacoustic Signals From Marine Vessels
The hydroacoustic signals from marine vessels are known to consist of two parts: the
noise-like part with continuous spectra and the sinusoidal part with discrete frequen-
cies, which can be exploited to improve the DOA estimation accuracy. We consider
the DOA estimation of hydroacoustic signals from marine vessel sources by modeling
such signals as the mixture of deterministic sinusoidal signals and stochastic Gaussian
signals, and derive the ML DOA estimator. We compute the asymptotic error covari-
ance matrix of the proposed ML estimator, as well as that of the typical ML estimator
6
assuming zero-mean Gaussian signals, for DOA estimation of such signals. Our an-
alytical comparisons and numerical examples show that compared with the typical
ML estimator, the proposed ML estimator enhances the DOA estimation accuracy
for the hydroacoustic signals from marine vessels.
A Barankin-Type Bound
Identication of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold region, below which the
accuracy of the ML estimation degrades rapidly, has important applications in the
DOA estimation practice. The Barankin bound is a useful tool in estimation problems
for predicting this threshold region of SNR. We derive a Barankin-type bound on the
mean-square error (MSE) in estimating the DOAs of far-eld sources using acoustic
sensor arrays. We consider both narrow-band and wide-band deterministic signals,
and scalar or vector sensors. Our results provide an approximation to the threshold of
the SNR below which the ML estimation performance degrades rapidly. For narrow-
band DOA estimation using uniform linear acoustic vector-sensor arrays, we show that
this threshold increases with the inter-sensor distance. As a result, for medium SNR
values, the performance does not necessarily improve with the inter-sensor distance.
1.4 Outline of the Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the results
for the ML DOA estimation in spatially colored noise using sparse arrays. In Chapter
3, we develop the narrow-band DOA estimation models and results for hydroacoustic
signals from marine vessels. Chapters 4 and 5 generalize the narrow-band results in
7
Chapter 3 to the wide-band case. In Chapter 6, we derive a Barankin-type bound on
DOA estimation. At last, in Chapter 7, we summarize our contributions and discuss
possible topics for future work.
8
Chapter 2
Maximum Likelihood
Direction-of-Arrival Estimation in
Spatially Colored Noise Using
Sparse Arrays1
Spatially colored noise is quite common on sensor arrays in underwater direction-
of-arrival (DOA) estimation scenarios. In this chapter, we consider the problem
of maximum likelihood (ML) DOA estimation of narrow-band signals in spatially
colored noise using sparse sensor arrays, which consist of widely separated sub-arrays
such that the unknown spatially colored noise eld is uncorrelated between dierent
sub-arrays. We develop ML DOA estimators under the assumptions of zero-mean
and non-zero-mean Gaussian signals based on an Expectation-Maximization (EM)
framework. For DOA estimation of non-zero-mean Gaussian signals, we derive the
Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) as well as the asymptotic error covariance matrix of the
1Based on T. Li and A. Nehorai, \Maximum Likelihood Direction Finding in Spatially Colored
Noise Fields Using Sparse Sensor Arrays," IEEE Trans. Signal Process., vol. 59, pp. 1048-1062, Mar.
2011. c[2011] IEEE.
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ML estimator that improperly assumes zero-mean Gaussian signals. We provide
analytical and numerical performance comparisons for the existing deterministic and
the proposed ML estimators. The results show that the proposed estimators normally
provide better accuracy than the existing deterministic estimator, and that the non-
zero means in the signals improve the accuracy of DOA estimation.
2.1 Introduction
Array processing for DOA estimation has been a topic of intensive research interest
during the past two decades. Many proposed estimators assume spatially white noise
(see [7]-[11] for examples) such that the array noise covariance matrix is proportional
to an identity matrix. However, this assumption is not realistic in many practical
applications [12]-[18] where the noise elds are spatially colored. The spatial correla-
tion or nonuniformity in the colored noise may signicantly degrade the performance
of the estimators assuming spatially white noise [19], [20]. In these applications, it is
benecial to take the spatial color of the noise into account to improve the resolution
of DOA estimation.
Unfortunately, the problem of DOA estimation under spatially colored noise is not
solvable unless special constraints are imposed on signals or noise. For instance,
in [14], the noise eld is assumed to satisfy a spatially autoregressive model. In [16],
the signals are required to be partially known as a linear combination of a set of basis
functions. The estimator proposed in [17] requires the temporal correlation length of
the signals to be larger than that of the noise. However, these assumptions do not
always hold in practice, and the performances of these estimators may deteriorate
when the required constraints are not satised.
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To avoid the constraints on signals and noise, sparse arrays consisting of separated
sub-arrays were exploited for DOA estimation in spatially colored noise [21]-[24]. This
technique sets the sub-arrays to be well separated such that noise is uncorrelated
between dierent sub-arrays. As a result, the array noise covariance matrix presents
a block-diagonal structure, which guarantees the identiability of DOA information
[24]. The early works on this topic [21]-[23] explored estimation methods using two
separated sub-arrays. Recently, a deterministic ML estimator was proposed for the
case of multiple sub-arrays [24].
In this chapter, under the assumption of Gaussian signals, we develop ML estimators
based on an Expectation-Maximization (EM) framework for narrow-band DOA esti-
mation in spatially colored noise using sparse arrays consisting of multiple sub-arrays.
To the best of our knowledge, no similar estimator has been proposed so far. Many
existing ML estimators assume the means of the Gaussian signals are zero (see [8]-
[11] for examples). In this chapter, we consider both zero-mean and non-zero-mean
Gaussian signals. The ML DOA estimation of non-zero mean signals under spatially
colored noise was addressed in [14], [25]. The estimator in [14] is developed based
on an autoregressive noise model, and is not a rigorous ML DOA estimator. The
work in [25] shows that the non-zero mean component can be used to extract DOA
information under spatially colored noise without any constraint needed on the sensor
arrays, signals or the noise eld. Some applications with non-zero mean signals were
also given in [25], such as short-term MEG and EEG [26], [27], communication us-
ing amplitude-modulated or frequency-shift keying (with large frequency deviation)
signals [28], [29], and underground source localization using gradiometer arrays [30].
Non-zero mean signals can also be used to describe acoustic waves from ships and sub-
marines, which normally consist of sinusoidal components and noise with continuous
11
spectrums [31]. Since the frequency of a sinusoidal component can often be estimated
accurately (see [32]-[36] for examples), we can obtain a non-zero-mean complex am-
plitude from a narrow-band acoustic wave by focusing the carrier frequency on the
frequency of its sinusoidal component.
The ML estimator in [25] uses only the non-zero mean component in signals for
DOA estimation. Our proposed ML estimator takes advantage of the block-diagonal
structure of the noise covariance matrix and makes use of the total signal power for
DOA estimation. We present relevant performance analysis results and give both
analytical and numerical comparisons for estimators based on dierent signal models.
We show that with the same correlation matrices of signals and noise, the non-zero-
mean signals improve the accuracy of DOA estimation compared with the zero-mean
ones.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We present the measurement
models in Section 2.2, and derive our EM-based ML estimators in Section 2.3. Section
2.4 gives the results of analytical performance analysis. Numerical examples appear
in Section 2.5. We give our conclusions in Section 2.6.
2.2 Measurement Models
In this section, we give the narrow-band measurement models for DOA estimation
using sparse arrays under spatially colored noise.
Consider narrow-band signals from L distant sources impinging on a sparse array
composed of K separated sub-arrays, the k-th of which consists of Mk sensors. Let
M =
PK
k=1Mk be the total number of sensors in the array. For one-dimensional (1D)
12
DOA estimation, the array output can be written as
y(t) = A()x(t) + e(t); t = 1; : : : ; N; (2.1)
where y(t) is the M  1 measurement vector at the t-th snapshot,
A() = [a(1);    ;a(L)] (2.2)
is the array steering matrix, a(l) is the steering vector corresponding to the l-th
source,  = [1; : : : ; L]
T is the vector containing the DOAs of all sources, fgT denotes
the matrix transpose, l is the DOA of the l-th source, x(t) is the L 1 vector of all
signal values at the t-th snapshot, N is the total number of temporal measurements,
and e(t) is the M 1 noise vector following the zero-mean circular complex Gaussian
distribution with covariance matrix
Q = blkdiagfQ1; : : : ;QKg; (2.3)
where blkdiagfg denotes the block-diagonal matrix operator, and Qk is the MkMk
noise covariance matrix on the k-th sub-array. We assume the noise e(t) is temporally
white, wide sense stationary, and uncorrelated with the signals.
For 2D DOA estimation problems, we have
A() = [a(1);    ;a(L)]; (2.4)
 = [T1 ; : : : ;
T
L]
T ; (2.5)
and l = [l;  l]
T in (2.1), where l and  l are the elevation and azimuth angles of
the l-th source, respectively.
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We now present the three types of signal models that will be considered in this chapter.
The deterministic signal model [8], [24] considers the signal values at all snapshots as
deterministic unknown parameters. Under the assumption of deterministic signals,
the unknown parameters in (2.1) consist of the DOA vector , the signal parameters
x(t); t = 1; : : : ; T , and the noise covariance matrix Q.
In contrast, stochastic signal models consider x(t) to be a random process generated
from a specic probability density function (pdf), which is normally assumed to be
Gaussian. In this chapter, we consider both zero-mean and non-zero-mean circular
complex Gaussian signals.
For zero-mean complex Gaussian signals, we assume
E

x(t)x(s)H
	
= P t;s; (2.6)
where E fg denotes the expectation operator, fgH denotes the conjugate transpose,
P is the signal covariance matrix, and t;s is the Kronecker delta function. Under the
assumption of zero-mean Gaussian signals, the unknown parameters in (2.1) consist
of the DOA vector , the signal covariance matrix P , and the noise covariance matrix
Q.
For non-zero-mean complex Gaussian signals, we assume
Efx(t)g = b; (2.7)
Ef[x(t)  b][x(s)  b]Hg = P t;s; (2.8)
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where b is the signal mean. Under the assumption of non-zero-mean Gaussian signals,
the unknown parameters consist of the DOA vector , the signal mean b, the signal
covariance matrix P , and the noise covariance matrix Q.
Stochastic signals have been modeled with zero-mean Gaussian distributions in most
existing work (see [8], [10], [20] for examples). Non-zero-mean Gaussian signals can
be considered as mixtures of zero-mean Gaussian signals with deterministic unknown
constants. In the remainder of this chapter, for simplicity of notation and presenta-
tion, we use \stochastic signals" to represent zero-mean Gaussian signals and use
\mixed signals" to represent non-zero-mean Gaussian signals. Similarly, we use
\stochastic" and \mixed" estimators to represent the estimators developed under
the assumptions of zero-mean and non-zero-mean Gaussian signals, respectively.
2.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
In this section, we present our stochastic and mixed ML estimators for DOA nding
under spatially colored noise using sparse sensor arrays. For convenience of compari-
son and further analysis, we rst summarize the results in [24] for the deterministic
ML DOA estimator.
2.3.1 Deterministic ML Estimator
After neglecting constant terms, the log-likelihood function based on the deterministic
signal model can be written as
L(;X;Q) =  N log jQj   traceQ 1C(;X)	 ; (2.9)
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where
X = [x(1);    ;x(N)]; (2.10)
C(;X) = [Y  A()X][Y  A()X]H ; (2.11)
Y = [y(1);    ;y(N)]; (2.12)
and j  j and tracefg denote the determinant and the trace of a matrix, respectively.
By xing  and X, the ML estimate of Q can be obtained as
Q^(;X) =
1
N
C(;X)E; (2.13)
where  denotes the Hadamard product,
E = blkdiagfE1; : : : ;EKg; (2.14)
and Ek is an Mk Mk matrix with all entries equal to one. By inserting (2.13) into
(2.9), the log-likelihood function can be simplied into
L(;X) =   log
 1NC(;X)E
 : (2.15)
Similarly, by xing  and Q, the ML estimate of X can be expressed as
X^(;Q) =
h
~A
H
() ~A()
i 1
~A
H
() ~Y ; (2.16)
where ~A() = Q 
1
2A() and ~Y = Q 
1
2Y . By substituting (2.16) into (2.15), the
log-likelihood function can be rewritten as
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L(;Q) =   log
hQ 12?~A() ~^Ryy?~A()Q 12 iE ; (2.17)
where
?~A() = I   ~A()
h
~A
H
() ~A()
i 1
~A
H
(); (2.18)
I is the identity matrix, and
~^Ryy =
1
N
Q 
1
2Y Y HQ 
1
2 : (2.19)
The deterministic ML DOA estimator proposed in [24] is implemented in an iterative
manner as follows.
Algorithm 1: Deterministic ML DOA Estimator
Step 1: Initialize Q^ at Q^ = I, an identity matrix.
Step 2: Find the DOA estimate as
^ = argmin

log
Q^ 12?~A() ~^Ryy?~A()Q^ 12E : (2.20)
Step 3: Compute X^ using equation (2.16) with the ^ value obtained in step 2.
Rene Q^ using equation (2.13) and the obtained values of ^ and X^.
Iterate Steps 2 and 3 several times to obtain the nal ML DOA estimate.
We now modify this estimator for the special case when all blocks in Q are equal.
Suppose Q1 = Q2 =    = QK = Q0. Then we have the log-likelihood function
L(;X;Q0) =  NK log jQ0j   trace

Q 10 C0(;X)
	
;; (2.21)
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where
C0(;X) =
KX
k=1
Ck(;X) = F [C(;X)E]F T ; (2.22)
F = 1TK 
 IM0 ; (2.23)
Ck(;X) is the k-th diagonal block of C(;X) E, 1K is a K  1 vector with all
entries 1, M0 is the dimension of Q0, IM0 is the M0 M0 identity matrix, and 

denotes the Kronecker product.
We use the following lemma [37] to obtain the ML estimate for Q0 directly.
Lemma 1. Let C be an M M positive denite matrix. Then, for a > 0 and b > 0,
jQj b expf atracefQ 1Cgg  jaC=bj b expf Mbg (2.24)
for all M M positive denite matrices Q. The equality holds if and only if Q =
aC=b.
According to equation (2.21) and Lemma 1, we obtain the ML estimate for Q0 as
Q^0(;X) =
1
NK
C0(;X) =
1
NK
F [C(;X)E]F T : (2.25)
Inserting (2.25) into (2.21) and omitting constant terms, we rewrite the log-likelihood
function as
L(;X) =   log
 1NKF [C(;X)E]F T
 : (2.26)
When  and Q are xed, the ML estimate of X is the same as that in equation
(2.16). Substituting (2.16) into (2.26), we have
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L(;Q0) =   log
 1KF hQ 12?~A() ~^Ryy?~A()Q 12EiF T
: (2.27)
Therefore, when all the blocks of Q are equal, the iterative ML DOA estimation
can be implemented following steps similar to those in Algorithm 1, except that the
estimate of  in Step 2 should be replaced with
^ = argmin

log
 1KF hQ^ 12?~A() ~^Ryy?~A()Q^ 12EiF T
; (2.28)
and the estimate Q^ in Step 3 should be replaced with Q^0 using equation (2.25).
2.3.2 Stochastic ML Estimator
For stochastic signals, the log-likelihood function can be formulated as follows after
omitting constant terms.
L(;P ;Q) =   log A()PAH() +Q
 trace
n
A()PAH() +Q
 1
R^yy
o
; (2.29)
where
R^yy =
1
N
Y Y H : (2.30)
Closed-form ML estimates for P and Q as functions of  are generally not available
except for some special cases such as Q = 2I. Herein, we present an iterative ML
DOA estimation procedure based on the EM framework [38]-[41].
Let  = f;P ;Qg denote all the unknown parameters. Suppose our current pa-
rameter estimates are ^ =

^; P^ ; Q^
	
, and let fY ;Xg and Y be the complete and
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incomplete data, respectively. According to the EM algorithm, the improved esti-
mates can be found in the next step as
^new = argmax

EXjY ;^ flog f(Y ;X;)g ; (2.31)
where EXjY ;^fg is the expectation under the conditional distribution f(XjY ; ^).
The joint pdf f(Y ;X;) parameterized by  can be written as
f(Y ;X;) = f(Y jX;;Q)f(X;P ) =
NY
t=1
1
jQj exp
n
  [y(t) A()x(t)]H
Q 1 [y(t) A()x(t)]
o 1
jP j exp
 xH(t)P 1x(t)	 : (2.32)
Note that in (2.32) we assume the signals are not fully coherent such that P > 0 (i.e.,
P is positive denite as a matrix), which is true in most practical applications [21].
Neglecting constant terms, we obtain
log f(Y ;X;)/  N log jQj  N log jP j  
NX
t=1
n
yH(t)Q 1y(t)
 yH(t)Q 1A()x(t)  xH(t)AH()Q 1y(t)
+xH(t)

AH()Q 1A() + P 1

x(t)
o
=  N log jQj  N log jP j   trace
n
Q 1Y Y H
 Q 1A()XY H  Q 1Y XHAH()
+

AH()Q 1A() + P 1

XXH
o
=  N log jP j   traceP 1XXH	 N log jQj
 trace
n
Q 1
h
Y Y H  A()XY H   Y XHAH()
+A()XXHAH()
io
: (2.33)
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From the joint complex Gaussian distribution of y(t) and x(t), we can obtain the
posterior distribution [42]
x(t)jy(t); ^  CN  g^(t); ^; (2.34)
where CN () denotes the complex Gaussian distribution,
^ =
h
AH(^)Q^
 1
A(^) + P^
 1i 1
; (2.35)
g^(t) = P^AH(^)

A(^)P^AH(^) + Q^
 1
y(t): (2.36)
Let G^ = [g^(1);    ; g^(N)], then we have
EXjY ;^fXg = G^; (2.37)
EXjY ;^

XXH
	
= N^+ G^G^
H
: (2.38)
Using the results from (2.33), (2.37), and (2.38), we have
EXjY ;^ flog f(Y ;X;)g
=  N log jP j   trace
n
P 1

N^+ G^G^
o
 N log jQj   trace
n
Q 1
h
Y Y H  A()G^Y H
 Y G^HAH() +A()

N^+ G^G^
H

AH()
io
/   log jP j   trace
n
P 1

^+ R^g^g^
o
  log jQj   trace
n
Q 1 ()
o
(2.39)
=   log jP j   trace
n
P 1

^+ R^g^g^
o
 
KX
k=1

log jQkj+ trace
n
Q 1k  k()
o
; (2.40)
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where
R^g^g^ =
1
N
G^G^ =
1
N
NX
t=1
g^(t)g^H(t); (2.41)
 () =
1
N
h
Y Y H  A()G^Y H   Y G^HAH()
+A()

N^+ G^G^

AH()
i
= A()^AH() +
1
N

Y  A()G^

Y  A()G^
H
; (2.42)
and  k() is the k-th diagonal block of  ()E.
According to Lemma 1, we have
P^
new
= ^+ R^g^g^; (2.43)
Q^
new
k =  k()

=^
new ; (2.44)
Q^
new
=  ()E
=^
new : (2.45)
Inserting (2.43) and (2.45) into (2.39), we can obtain ^
new
as
^
new
= argmin

log j ()Ej : (2.46)
Though we may implement the DOA estimation completely using the EM results in
(2.43)-(2.46), we note that when Q is xed, the ML estimate for  is [10]
^ = argmin

n
log
 ~A()P^ () ~AH() + I
+trace
nh
~A()P^ () ~A
H
() + I
i 1
~^Ryy
oo
; (2.47)
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where
P^ () =
h
~A
H
() ~A()
i 1
~A
H
() ~^Ryy ~A()

h
~A
H
() ~A()
i 1
 
h
~A
H
() ~A()
i 1
: (2.48)
The ML estimate for P can be obtained as P^ (^). Equations (2.47) and (2.48) provide
the optimal results for  and P when Q is xed. They also demonstrate that the
EM updates ^
new
and P^
new
are not the best match for Q = Q^
new
.
When  and P are xed, a closed-form ML estimate for Q is normally not available
[20]. However, we can update the estimate for Q using the EM result. Assuming the
existing parameter estimates are ^, P^ , and Q^, according to the EM result in (2.45),
an improved estimate for Q can be found as
Q^
new
=  (^)E: (2.49)
We now consider the special case when Q1 = Q2 =    = QK = Q0. For this special
case, the results in (2.47) and (2.48) still hold when Q is xed. To obtain the EM
update equation for Q0, we rewrite (2.40) as
EXjY ;^ flog f(Y ;X;)g
/   log jP j   trace
n
P 1

^+ R^g^g^
o
 K

log jQ0j+ trace
n
Q 10  0()
o
; (2.50)
where
 0() =
1
K
KX
k=1
 k() =
1
K
F [ ()E]F T : (2.51)
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So if the existing parameter estimates are ^, P^ , and Q^, an improved estimate for Q0
is
Q^
new
0 =
1
K
F [ (^)E]F T : (2.52)
Based on the results in (2.47)-(2.49) and (2.52), we propose our EM-based stochastic
DOA estimator as follows.
Algorithm 2: EM-Based Stochastic ML DOA Estimator
Step 1: Initialize the parameter estimates at ^ = init, P^ = P init, and Q^ = Qinit.
Step 2: Update Q^ using equation (2.49).
Step 3: Fixing Q at the Q^ value obtained in Step 2, update ^ and P^ using
(2.47) and (2.48).
Iterate Steps 2 and 3 until convergence to obtain the nal ML DOA estimate.
Replace (2.49) in Step 2 with (2.52) for the special caseQ1 = Q2 =    = QK =
Q0.
2.3.3 Mixed ML Estimator
Omitting constant terms, we have the log-likelihood function for mixed signals as
L(; b;P ;Q) =   log A()PAH() +Q
 trace
n
A()PAH() +Q
 1
C^yy(; b)
o
; (2.53)
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where
C^yy(; b) =
1
N
NX
t=1
[y(t) A()b][y(t) A()b]H : (2.54)
When Q is xed, we can obtain the closed-form ML estimate for b as a function of 
as
b^() =
h
~A
H
() ~A()
i 1
~A
H
()y; (2.55)
where y = 1
N
PN
t=1 y(t). Substituting (2.55) into (2.53), we can see that the result-
ing log-likelihood function L(; b^();P ;Q) is similar to the stochastic log-likelihood
function in (2.29). The only dierence is that the matrix R^yy in (2.29) is replaced by
C^yy() = C^yy(; b^()) in L(; b^();P ;Q). Consequently, the results for stochastic
signals in (2.47) and (2.48) still hold for mixed signals by replacing R^yy in them with
C^yy() [10], or equivalently, by replacing y(t) in them with y(t) A()b^(). There-
fore, for mixed signals, by xing Q and using equations (2.47), (2.48) and (2.55), we
can obtain the ML estimate for  as
^ = argmin

n
log
 ~A()P^ () ~AH() + I
+trace
nh
~A()P^ () ~A
H
() + I
i 1
~^Cyy()
oo
; (2.56)
where ~^Cyy() = Q
  1
2 C^yy()Q
  1
2 and
P^ () =
h
~A
H
() ~A()
i 1
~A
H
() ~^Cyy() ~A()

h
~A
H
() ~A()
i 1
 
h
~A
H
() ~A()
i 1
: (2.57)
The ML estimates for b and P are b^(^) and P^ (^), respectively. Similarly, if the
existing estimates are ^, b^, P^ , and Q^, then the update equations for Q in (2.49) and
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(2.52) can still be used for mixed signals by replacing y(t) with y(t)  A(^)b^. We
thus propose the following algorithm for mixed ML DOA estimation.
Algorithm 3: EM-Based Mixed ML DOA Estimator
Step 1: Initialize the parameter estimates at ^ = init, b^ = binit, P^ = P init, and
Q^ = Qinit.
Step 2: Update Q^ using equation (2.49), with y(t) replaced by y(t)  A(^)b^,
t = 1; : : : ; N .
Step 3: Fixing Q at the Q^ value obtained in Step 2, update ^, b^, and P^ using
(2.56), (2.55) and (2.57), respectively.
Iterate Steps 2 and 3 until convergence to obtain the nal ML DOA estimate.
Replace (2.49) in Step 2 with (2.52) for the special caseQ1 = Q2 =    = QK =
Q0.
We now consider the mixed ML estimator for the special case of spatially white noise
with Q = 2I. When Q = 2I, the ML estimate of b becomes
b^() =

AH()A()
 1
AH()y: (2.58)
Using (2.58) and the well-known results of DOA estimation for stochastic signals [8],
[10] under spatially white noise, we obtain the ML estimate of  as
^ = argmin

n
log
A()P^ ()AH() + ^2()Io ; (2.59)
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where
^2() =
1
M   Ltrace

I  A()  AH()A() 1AH() 1C^yy(); (2.60)
P^ () =

AH()A()
 1
AH()C^yy()A()
 AH()A() 1   ^2() AH()A() 1 : (2.61)
2.4 Analytical Performance Analysis
In this section, we present analytical results on the performances of the deterministic,
stochastic, and mixed ML DOA estimators. We also extend some well-known CRB
and asymptotic error results for 1D DOA estimation to the 2D case. Our theorems
and proportions derived in this section hold for both 1D and 2D DOA estimation
under arbitrary proper noise covariance matrices unless the DOA dimension or noise
covariance matrix structure is clearly specied for the theorem or proposition. For
convenience of formulation, we dene the following notations.
R = A()PAH() +Q; (2.62)
D =

da(1)
d1
;
da(2)
d2
;    ; da(L)
dL

; (2.63)
~D = Q 
1
2D; (2.64)
D = R 
1
2D; (2.65)
D2 =

@a(1)
@T1
;
@a(2)
@T2
;    ; @a(L)
@TL

; (2.66)
~D2 = Q
  1
2D2; (2.67)
D2 = R
  1
2D2; (2.68)
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A() = R 
1
2A(); (2.69)
 =
264 1 1
1 1
375 ; (2.70)
R^xx =
1
N
NX
t=1
x(t)xH(t); (2.71)
Rxx = E

x(t)x(t)H
	
; (2.72)
~R = Q 
1
2RQ 
1
2 ; (2.73)
Q0k =
dQ
dk
; k = 1; : : : ; p; (2.74)
~Q
0
k = Q
  1
2Q0kQ
  1
2 ; (2.75)
P 2 = P 
 [1; 1]; (2.76)
 =
h
vec
n
~Q
0
1
o
;    ; vec
n
~Q
0
p
oi
; (2.77)
 =

vec

e1e
T
1
	
;    ; vece2LeT2L	 ; (2.78)
where 1; 2; : : : ; p are the real unknown parameters from Q, p is the number of real
unknown parameters in Q, vecfg denotes the vectorization operator stacking all the
columns of a matrix, one below another, into a vector, and ek is a 2L 1 vector with
the k-th element 1 and all the other elements 0. For simplicity, in the remainder of
this chapter, we omit  and useA to representA(). Also we let  = [1; 2; : : : ; p]
T
be the real vector containing all the real unknown parameters from Q.
2.4.1 Cramer-Rao Bounds and Asymptotic Errors
We rst present the CRB on DOA estimation of mixed signals in the following theo-
rem.
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Theorem 1. For DOA estimation of mixed signals, the mixed CRB matrix CRBM 
can be written as
CRBM  =

CRB 1d  +CRB
 1
S 
 1
; (2.79)
where CRBd  and CRBS  are the deterministic and stochastic CRB matrices on
DOA estimation with measurements from CN  Ab;Q and CN  0;R, respectively,
in which the unknown parameters are , b, P , and .
Proof: See Appendix A.
The CRBs on 1D DOA estimation of deterministic and stochastic signals have been
well addressed in [19] and [43]. Herein, we extend these results to 2D DOA estimation.
Proposition 1. The CRB matrix on 2D DOA estimation of deterministic signals is
CRBD  =
1
2N
Re
n
~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2



R^
T
xx 

o 1
; (2.80)
and the resulting asymptotic CRB matrix is
ACRBD  =
1
2N
Re
n
~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2

  RTxx 
o 1 : (2.81)
Proposition 2. The CRB matrix on 2D DOA estimation of stochastic signals is
CRBS  =
1
N
 

 MT 1MT  1 ; (2.82)
where
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= 2Re

~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2



P ~A
H ~R
 1 ~AP
T



; (2.83)
M kl = 2Re
n
~d
H
2 k
?
~A
~Q
0
l
~R
 1 ~Ap2 k
o
; (2.84)
T kl = 2Re
n
trace
n
~Q
0
k
?
~A
~Q
0
l
~R
 1oo  tracen ~Q0k?~A ~Q0l?~Ao ; (2.85)
M = 2Re
n
T
h
~D
H
2 
?
~A




P T2
~A
T ~R
 Ti

o
; (2.86)
T = 2Re
n
H

~R
 T 
?~A


o
 H
 
?~A
T 
?~A; (2.87)
where fg denotes the complex conjugate, M kl and T kl are the (k; l)-th elements
of M and T respectively, and ~d2 k and p2 k are the k-th columns of ~D2 and P 2
respectively.
Note that if Q = 2I, we have M = 0, and (2.82) simplies to
CRBS  =
1
N

 1: (2.88)
When Q = 2I, the asymptotic error covariance matrix for deterministic ML 1D
DOA estimation is given in [9] as
ACD  =
2
2N

Re
 
DH?AD
RTxx	 1RenDH?AD

h
Rxx + 
2
 
AHA
 1 iTo 
Re
 
DH?AD
RTxx	 1 : (2.89)
For 2D DOA estimation, we modify this result as follows.
Proposition 3. For 2D DOA estimation under spatially white noise Q = 2I, the
asymptotic error covariance matrix of the deterministic ML DOA esimator is
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ACD  =
2
2N

Re
 
DH2 
?
AD2
  RTxx 
	 1
Re
n
DH2 
?
AD2


h
Rxx + 
2
 
AHA
 1T 
io
 Re DH2 ?AD2  RTxx 
	 1 : (2.90)
Propositions 1 to 3 can be proved following the same procedures as in [19], [43],
and [9]. Details of the proofs are omitted here.
Now consider the asymptotic error covariance matrix of applying a stochastic ML
estimator on DOA estimation of mixed signals.
Theorem 2. If a stochastic ML estimator is applied on DOA estimation of mixed
signals with correlation matrix Rxx, then the asymptotic error covariance matrix
ACS  is equal to the stochastic CRB matrix on DOA estimation with measurements
from CN (0; R), where
R = ARxxA
H +Q (2.91)
and the unknown parameters are , Rxx, and .
Proof: See Appendix B, in which the following lemma is used in deriving the result.
Lemma 2. Suppose x  CN (;C), B and D are two square matrices with the same
size as C. Then we have
E

xHBxxHDx
	
= trace

B
 
C + H
	
trace

D
 
C + H
	
+trace

B(C + H)D
 
C + H
	  HBHD: (2.92)
Proof: See Appendix C.
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2.4.2 Analytical Performance Comparisons
In this section, we present some analytical comparison results on the performances
of the three types of estimators. We rst examine the performance of the mixed ML
estimator on DOA estimation of stochastic signals.
Proposition 4. For DOA estimation of stochastic signals,
CRBM  = CRBS : (2.93)
Proof: According to the results in (A.7), (A.8), (A.11), and (A.15) in Appendix A,
we can see that CRB 1M  = CRB
 1
S  if b = 0, from which we obtain (2.93).
Proposition 4 shows that for DOA estimation of stochastic signals, the asymptotic
accuracy of the mixed ML estimator is equal to that of the stochastic one.
For DOA estimation of stochastic signals, it was shown [43] that the asymptotic
deterministic CRB is not larger than the stochastic CRB. We compare the asymptotic
deterministic CRB with the mixed CRB and obtain the similar result as follows.
Proposition 5. For DOA estimation of mixed signals,
CRBM   ACRBD : (2.94)
Proof: See Appendix D.
For DOA estimation of mixed signals, it seems dicult to make analytical comparisons
forACD ,ACS , andCRBM  under arbitrary properQ, since a closed-formACD 
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is still not available and an analytical comparison betweenACS  and CRBM  seems
dicult. However, we have the following proposition holds under the special case
Q = 2I.
Proposition 6. For ML DOA estimation of mixed signals under spatially white noise
Q = 2I, we have
ACD   ACS   CRBM : (2.95)
Proof: See Appendix E. The following lemma is used in deriving ACD   ACS 
for 2D DOA estimation.
Lemma 3. Let A and C be two nonnegative denite matrices of the same size as B,
a Hermitian matrix, and let Cy be the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of C. Suppose
NfCg  NfBg, where Nfg denotes the null space of a matrix. Then,
fRefABgg 1RefACg fRefABgg 1  ReA  BCyB		 1 (2.96)
if fRefACgg 1 and all the matrix inverses in (2.96) exist.
Proof: See Appendix F.
When the noise is spatially white, the second inequality in (2.95) shows that with the
same signal correlation matrix and noise power, the mixed signals improve the DOA
estimation accuracy compared with the stochastic ones, and the mixed ML estimator
provides better performance than the stochastic ML estimator.
We have not shown (2.95) analytically for arbitrary proper noise covariance matrices.
However, since CRBM  is the CRB on mixed signal DOA estimation, we should
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always have ACD   CRBM  and ACS   CRBM , where the equalities do not
always hold due to the result in Proposition 6.
For the more special case of 1D DOA estimation of a single source under spatially
white noise, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 7. For 1D DOA estimation of a single stochastic or mixed signal under
Q = 2I, the asymptotic mean-square error of the deterministic ML estimator is
equal to that of the stochastic estimator, i.e, ACD  = ACS .
Proof: For 1D DOA estimation of a single source, DH?AD, Rxx, and
 
AHA
 1
are all real scalars. According to the result in (2.89), we have
ACD  =
2
2N
h 
DH?AD
 1
R Txx
i 
DH?AD


h
Rxx + 
2
 
AHA
 1iT h 
DH?AD
 1
R Txx
i
=
2
2N
n 
DH?AD
 h
R 1xx + 
2R 1xx
 
AHA
 1
R 1xx
i To 1
= ACS : (2.97)
The last equality holds from the result in [8].
2.5 Numerical Examples
In this section, we compare the performances of the deterministic, stochastic, and
mixed ML DOA estimators through two numerical examples.
In the rst example, we consider a 1D DOA estimation problem of two sources using
a linear scalar-sensor array consisting of four separated linear sub-arrays, which are
composed of 3, 4, 3, and 4 scalar sensors, respectively. The distance between any
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two adjacent sub-arrays is 3, where  is the wavelength of the narrow-band signal.
Within each sub-array, the spacing between scalar sensors is 0:5. The linear sensor
array lies on the z axis. The elevation angles of the two sources are 15 and 30 degrees.
The elements of the noise covariance matrix are generated with the following widely
used noise model (see [24] and the references therein):
[Qi]kl = 
2
i exp
  (k   l)2i	; (2.98)
where 21 = 2, 
2
2 = 3, 
2
3 = 4, 
2
4 = 5, 1 = 0:6, 2 = 0:7, 3 = 0:8, and 4 = 0:9. We
consider both stochastic and mixed signals and apply the deterministic, stochastic,
and mixed ML DOA estimators to each of them. For the stochastic signal case, we
assume the signal covariance matrix
P =
264 1 0:3
0:3 1
375 : (2.99)
For the mixed signal case, we assume the signal mean b = [0:7; 0]T and the signal
covariance matrix
P =
264 0:2 0
0 0:8
375 : (2.100)
We consider the estimation algorithm achieves convergence at the n-th iteration if the
Euclidean norm of ^n ^n 1 is smaller than an error tolerance. The root-mean-square
errors (RMSEs) from three types of estimators are illustrated in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2
for the source with  = 15 degrees. The mean square errors are calculated with 200
Monte Carlo runs.
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We rst examine the performances of the deterministic ML DOA estimator (Algo-
rithm 1). From Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, we observe that the accuracy of the deterministic
estimator does not always increase with iterations going forward. Furthermore, in
the running of our MATLAB program, the deterministic estimator in Algorithm 1
diverged the value of the deterministic log-likelihood function to innity and intro-
duced errors in MATLAB usually within 10 iterations. Examining the deterministic
log-likelihood function in (2.15), we can see that the deterministic ML DOA estimator
nds the DOA estimate by maximizing   log jC(;X)  Ej over  and X, where
C(;X) = [Y  A()X][Y  A()X]H . Due to the large number of nuisance pa-
rameters in X, no matter what value  takes, there always exist X values that make
C(;X) E singular and the value of the log-likelihood function in (2.15) innite.
This introduces severe instability in DOA estimation and explains the phenomena
we observed in the gures and program running. However, the rst few iterations of
Algorithm 1 are still able to provide close DOA estimates, as shown in Figs. 2.1 and
2.2, as well as in [24].
We now examine the performances of the stochastic estimator (Algorithm 2) and the
mixed estimator (Algorithm 3). Both algorithms are initialized using the results from
one iteration of Algorithm 1. Specically, suppose ^, Q^, and X^ are the estimates
from one iteration of Algorithm 1. Then  and Q are initialized as init = ^ and
Qinit = Q^ for both estimators. For the stochastic estimator, P is initialized as
P init = X^X^
H
=N . For the mixed estimator, b and Q are initialized as
binit = ^x =
1
N
NX
t=1
x^(t); (2.101)
P init =
1
N
NX
t=1

x^(t)  ^x x^(t)  ^xH : (2.102)
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Figure 2.1: Cramer-Rao bounds and root-mean-square errors as functions of the
number of measurements from stochastic signal one-dimensional DOA estimation.
The optimizations over  in Steps 3 of both algorithms are implemented iteratively,
starting from init or the ^ value from the previous iteration. The error tolerance
used is 10 2 degree for both Figs. 1 and 2. Algorithms 2 and 3 both converge with
an average number of 3 iterations or so in our simulations for either Fig. 1 or 2.
From Fig. 2.1, we see that for DOA estimation of stochastic signals, the performances
of the stochastic and the mixed estimators are similar to each other and are normally
better than that of the deterministic estimator. From Fig. 2.2, we observe that for
DOA estimation of the mixed signals, the mixed estimator provides higher accuracy
than either the deterministic or the stochastic estimator.
In our second example, we consider a 2D DOA estimation problem of a single source
using a uniform linear acoustic vector-sensor (AVS) array [11]. The array consists
of six vector sensors and lies on the z axis. Each vector sensor consists of four
sensors measuring acoustic pressure and three acoustic particle velocity components,
respectively. The two adjacent vector sensors are 0:5 apart from each other. The
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Figure 2.2: Cramer-Rao bounds and root-mean-square errors as functions of the
number of measurements from mixed signal one-dimensional DOA estimation.
elevation and azimuth angles of the source are 15 and 30 degrees, respectively. We
assume the noise is correlated among the four sensors within one vector sensor but
uncorrelated between dierent vector sensors. Furthermore, we assume the 4  4
noise covariance matrices from dierent vector sensors are equal. This noise scenario
matches the situation of an underwater fast-towed linear AVS array, where the ow
noise is the dominant noise on the array. When the distance between vector sensors
is not smaller than 0:5, the covariance matrix of the noise can be well approximated
by a block-diagonal matrix with all blocks equal [45]. The realistic modeling of ow
noise is not the topic of this dissertation. Herein, we assume the 44 noise covariance
matrix on each vector sensor follows equation (2.98) with 2 = 2 and  = 0:5. We
consider both stochastic and mixed signals, and apply the deterministic, stochastic,
and mixed ML DOA estimators to each of them. For the stochastic signal case, we
assume the noise power is 0:5. For the mixed signal case, we assume the signal mean is
0:3 and the signal variance is 0:1. The estimation errors from three types of estimators
are illustrated in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 for the elevation angle. The mean-square errors are
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Figure 2.3: Cramer-Rao bounds and root-mean-square errors as functions of the
number of measurements from stochastic signal two-dimensional DOA estimation
with the diagonal blocks equal in the noise covariance matrix.
also computed with 200 Monte Carlo runs. The error tolerance used is 10 2 degree for
both Figs. 3 and 4. In our simulations for either Fig. 3 or 4, Algorithm 1 converges
with an average number of 4 iterations or so, and both Algorithms 2 and 3 converge
with an average number of about 3 iterations.
From Figs. 2.3 and 2.4, we observe that the mixed estimator performs as well as
the stochastic estimator in the stochastic signal case and better in mixed signal case.
These results are similar to those in our rst example. The phenomenon distinguish-
ing this example from the rst one is that with all diagonal blocks equal in the noise
covariance matrix, the deterministic ML DOA estimator converges with ongoing it-
erations and provides estimation accuracy close to that of the stochastic estimator,
as shown in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. The conditions that guarantee the convergence of the
deterministic estimator are not within the scope of this dissertation.
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Figure 2.4: Cramer-Rao bounds and root-mean-square errors as functions of the
number of measurements from mixed signal two-dimensional DOA estimation with
the diagonal blocks equal in the noise covariance matrix.
So far, we only gave the numerical results produced by Algorithm 2 for the stochastic
ML estimator. We also ran the simulations using the pure-EM algorithm based on
(2.43)-(2.46) as the stochastic ML estimator. The results showed that the pure-
EM algorithm is able to provide similar performance to that of Algorithm 2, but it
normally requires smaller error tolerances and more iterations and running time to
do so. As expected, the pure-EM algorithm is less ecient than Algorithm 2. The
estimation results from the pure-EM algorithm are omitted here since they are just
similar to those of Algorithm 2. The detailed comparisons for these two algorithms
are not within the interest of this dissertation.
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2.6 Summary
We considered the problem of narrow-band DOA estimation under spatially colored
noise using sparse sensor arrays and proposed new methods for ML DOA estimation
of stochastic and mixed signals based on an EM framework. We gave the CRB on
DOA estimation of mixed signals. We also derived the asymptotic error covariance
matrix of applying the stochastic DOA estimator on mixed signal DOA estimation.
We presented both analytical and numerical comparisons for the performances of
the deterministic, stochastic, and mixed estimators. Our results showed that: (i)
the performance of the deterministic estimator is normally inferior to those of the
stochastic and mixed estimators; (ii) for DOA estimation of stochastic signals, the
mixed estimator provides similar performance to that of the stochastic estimator; (iii)
for DOA estimation of mixed signals, the mixed estimator yields better performance
than the stochastic estimator.
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Chapter 3
Narrow-Band Direction-of-Arrival
Estimation of Hydroacoustic
Signals From Marine Vessels 2
As a topic in Chapter 2, we considered the direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation
of mixed signals, which are mixtures of non-zero means with the typical zero-mean
Gaussian signals assumed by the many existing DOA estimators. In this chapter,
we consider the DOA estimation problem of another type of mixed signals { the
underwater acoustic signals (hydroacoustic signals) from marine vessels like ships,
submarines, or torpedoes, which contain both sinusoidal and random components.
We model this type of signals as the sum of deterministic sinusoidal signals and zero-
mean Gaussian signals, and derive the maximum likelihood (ML) DOA estimator
for them under spatially white noise. We compute the asymptotic error covariance
matrix of the proposed ML estimator, as well as that of the typical ML estimator
assuming zero-mean Gaussian signals, for DOA estimation of this type of signals. Our
2Based on T. Li and A. Nehorai, \Maximum Likelihood Direction-of-Arrival Estimation of Un-
derwater Acoustic Signals Containing Sinusoidal Components," IEEE Trans. Signal Process., vol.
59, pp. 5302-5314, Nov. 2011. c[2011] IEEE.
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analytical comparison and numerical examples show that the proposed ML estimator
improves the DOA estimation accuracy for the hydroacoustic signals from marine
vessels compared with the typical ML estimator assuming zero-mean Gaussian signals.
3.1 Introduction
Direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation plays an important role in underwater sonar
applications such as the localization and tracking of ships and submarines. Among
diverse parameter estimation techniques, maximum likelihood (ML) estimation is
distinguished by its excellent asymptotic estimation performance often able to achieve
the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) [42], which is highly desirable in many underwater
DOA estimation scenarios where the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) are usually low
whereas high DOA estimation accuracy is required.
ML methods estimate the DOA by maximizing the likelihood functions, which vary
with the models describing the signals. Among existing signal models, the determin-
istic and the stochastic models are the most widely exploited in ML DOA estimation
(see [7], [8], [10], [19], [20], and [24] for examples). The deterministic signal model
(see [7], [8], [19], and [24]) considers the signal values at all snapshots as deterministic
unknown parameters. As a result, the number of unknown parameters in the likeli-
hood function increases with the number of measurements, such that the ML DOA
estimator based on this model turns out not to be able to achieve the deterministic
CRB [8]. In contrast, the stochastic signal model (see [8], [10], and [20]) considers the
signals to be random processes following specic probability density functions (pdfs).
As a consequence, the unknown signal parameters in the likelihood function are xed
in size with respect to the change in the number of measurements. The ML DOA
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estimator based on the stochastic signal model achieves the stochastic CRB and is
shown to be able to provide better performance than the ML estimator based on the
deterministic signal model [8].
In most existing ML DOA estimation works using stochastic signal models, the signals
are assumed to follow Gaussian distributions with zero means (see [8], [10], and [20]
for examples). Though the zero-mean Gaussian distribution is able to well describe
a wide range of signals in practice, there exist applications where the signals cannot
be accurately characterized in this way (see [14] and [25]), and better estimation
accuracy may be achieved by using more precise signal models. In this chapter, we
consider the DOA estimation problem of hydroacoustic signals containing sinusoidal
components, which cannot be well described by the zero-mean Gaussian distribution.
The hydroacoustic signals from ships, submarines, or torpedoes are known to consist
of two parts ( [31], [48], [49]): the noise-like part with continuous spectra, and the
sinusoidal part with discrete frequencies. In this chapter, we call this type of sig-
nals \mixed signals", and model them as the mixture of a zero-mean Gaussian part
with unknown covariance matrix and a sinusoidal part with unknown coecients and
frequencies, which correspond to the noise-like part with continuous spectra and the
sinusoidal part with discrete frequencies, respectively. For simplicity of notation and
presentation, in the rest of this chapter, we use \stochastic signals" to represent zero-
mean Gaussian signals. We use \stochastic" and \mixed" estimators or CRBs to
represent the ML estimators or CRBs derived under the assumptions of \stochastic"
and \mixed" signals, respectively.
In this chapter, we derive the ML estimator and its asymptotic error covariance matrix
for DOA estimation of mixed signals. In addition, we compute the asymptotic error
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covariance matrix of applying the stochastic estimator to DOA estimation of mixed
signals. We provide both analytical and numerical comparisons for the stochastic
and the proposed mixed estimators. The results show that the proposed mixed signal
model and estimator improve the DOA estimation accuracy for mixed signals.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We rst give our measurement
model in Section 3.2, and derive the ML estimator in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 provides
the results of analytical performance analysis. Numerical examples and conclusions
appear in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, respectively.
3.2 Measurement Model
In this chapter, we limit our problem to narrow-band DOA estimation of mixed sig-
nals. Recall that the signal can be considered as narrow-band if D=c  1=B, where
D, c, and B are the array length, the signal propagation speed, and the signal band-
width, respectively. Consider the mixed signals from L far-eld sources impinging on
an array of M sensors. We write the narrow-band array output as
y(t) = A() [C'(!; t) + x(t)] + (t); t = 1; : : : ; N; (3.1)
where y(t) is the M  1 measurement vector at the t-th snapshot,
A() = [a(1);    ;a(L)] (3.2)
is the array steering matrix, a(l) is the steering vector corresponding to the l-th
source,  = [1; : : : ; L]
T is the DOA vector with l the DOA of the l-th source,
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fgT denotes the matrix transpose, ! = [!1; : : : ; !J ]T with J the total number of
sinusoidal components with dierent frequencies in the received signals and !m the
radian frequency of the m-th sinusoidal component, '(!; t) = [ej!1t; :::; ej!J t]T with
j2 =  1, C is the L J matrix containing the coecients of '(!; t) for all sources,
x(t) is the L 1 Gaussian signal vector, (t) is the M  1 Gaussian noise vector, and
N is the total number of measurements.
In equation (3.1), the mixed signals are represented by the sum of C'(!; t) and
x(t), which correspond to the parts with discrete frequencies and continuous spectra,
respectively. We assume x(t) and (t) follow zero-mean circularly complex Gaussian
distributions with unknown covariance matrices P and Q, respectively. We further
assume x(t) and (t) are both temporally white and uncorrelated with each other.
Additionally, we assume L is known, which is a quite common assumption in existing
DOA estimation research (see [7], [8], [10], [19], [20], and [24] for examples). Also,
we assume J is known, which is a quite common assumption as well in existing
sinusoidal frequency estimation research (see [33], [34], [36], [50], [51] for examples).
The unknown parameters in (3.1) are those from , C, !, P , and Q.
3.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
In this section, we present the ML estimator for DOA nding of mixed signals, which
is called the mixed estimator in this chapter. For simplicity, we omit  and ! in
notations, and use A and '(t) to represent A() and '(!; t), respectively.
Combining measurements from all snapshots, we rewrite the narrow-band measure-
ment model in (3.1) as
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Y = AC+AX +E; (3.3)
where Y = [y(1);    ;y(N)],  = ['(1);    ;'(N)], X = [x(1);    ;x(N)], and
E = [(1);    ; (N)]. Vectorizing both sides of (3.3), we obtain
y =

T 
A vecfCg+ vec fAX +Eg ; (3.4)
where y = vecfY g = [yT (1);    ;yT (N)]T , 
 denotes the Kronecker product, and
vecfg denotes the vectorization operator stacking all the columns of a matrix, one
below another, into a vector. Note that in the derivation of (3.4), we use the property
that
vecfABCg = [CT 
A]vecfBg (3.5)
for any matrices A, B, and C that can make ABC [44].
From (3.4), we have
y  CN

T 
AvecfCg; IN 
  APAH +Q; (3.6)
where CN () denotes the complex Gaussian distribution, IN is the N  N identity
matrix, and fgH denotes the conjugate transpose. From (3.6), we obtain the ML
estimate for vecfCg as
vecfC^g =
n
T 
AHhIN 
  APAH +Q 1i
T 
Ao 1T 
AHhIN 
  APAH +Q 1iy
=
n 
T
 1


 nhAH APAH +Q 1Ai 1
AH APAH +Q 1ooy; (3.7)
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where fg denotes the complex conjugate.
In Appendix G, we show that
h
AH
 
APAH +Q
 1
A
i 1
AH
 
APAH +Q
 1
=
 
AHQ 1A
 1
AHQ 1: (3.8)
As a result, equation (3.7) becomes
vecfC^g=
nh 
T
 1

i


h 
AHQ 1A
 1
AHQ 1
io
y; (3.9)
from which we obtain the ML estimate for C as
C^ =
 
AHQ 1A
 1
AHQ 1Y H
 
H
 1
=
 
~A
H ~A
 1 ~AH ~Y H H 1; (3.10)
where ~A = Q 
1
2A and ~Y = Q 
1
2Y . We can see that the ML estimate of C is a
function of , !, and Q but independent of the signal covariance matrix P . This
result is important for the further reduction of P from the likelihood function.
By omitting constant terms, the log-likelihood (LL) function can be written as
L(;C;!;P ;Q) =   log APAH +Q  tracenAPAH +Q 1Ryyo; (3.11)
where j  j denotes the matrix determinant, and
Ryy =
1
N
(Y  AC) (Y  AC)H : (3.12)
Substituting (3.10) into (3.11), we rewrite the LL function as
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L(;!;P ;Q) =   log APAH +Q  tracen APAH +Q 1 R^yyo (3.13)
=   log jQj   log  ~AP ~AH + IM   tracenh ~AP ~AH + IMi 1 ~Ryyo; (3.14)
where
R^yy =
1
N

Y  AC^

Y  AC^
H
; (3.15)
and
~Ryy =Q
  1
2 R^yyQ
  1
2
=
1
N

~Y   ~A ~YH

~Y   ~A ~YH
H
; (3.16)
in which  ~A =
~A

~A
H ~A
 1
~A
H
.
In (3.14), the last two terms on the right-hand side of the equality constitute a
function similar to the Gaussian LL function for stochastic signals under spatially
white noise [10]. Following procedures similar to those in [10], we have the ML
estimate for P as
P^ =
h
~A
H ~A
i 1
~A
H ~Ryy ~A
h
~A
H ~A
i 1
 
h
~A
H ~A
i 1
; (3.17)
which is a function of , !, and Q.
Replacing P in (3.14) with the estimate in (3.17), we can obtain a reduced LL function
L(;!;Q), which depends on , !, and Q only. L(;!;Q) can hardly be further
reduced, except in some special cases (see [20] and [52], and [53] for examples from
DOA estimation of stochastic signals). One such special case is DOA estimation
under spatially white noise, which has been widely addressed for deterministic and
stochastic signals (see [7], [8], [10], [52], and [54] for examples). In the following, we
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give the expression of the further reduced LL function under spatially white noise
Q = 2I for DOA estimation of mixed signals.
The LL function in (3.13) has a form similar to the Gaussian LL function for stochastic
signals. Thus, following procedures and results similar to those for stochastic signal
DOA estimation under spatially white noise [8], [52], we can obtain the ML estimates
of 2 and P , along with the further reduced LL function under spatially white noise
as
^2 =
1
M   Ltrace
n
?AR^yy
o
; (3.18)
P^ = (AHA) 1AHR^yyA(AHA) 1   ^2(AHA) 1; (3.19)
L(;!) =   log AP^AH + ^2IM ; (3.20)
where ?A = IM  A. Note that when Q = 2I, we have
R^yy =
1
N
 
Y  AYH
  
Y  AYH
H
: (3.21)
We thus are able to simplify (3.18) as
^2 =
1
M   Ltrace

?A
Y Y H
N

: (3.22)
Substituting (3.19), (3.21), and (3.22) into (3.20), we have
L(;!) =   log AP^AH + ^2IM 
=   log AR^yyA + ^2?A
=   log
AY?HY HAN + ^2?A
: (3.23)
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As a result, the mixed DOA estimator under spatially white noise can be implemented
by maximizing (3.23) with respect to  and !. When the noise is not spatially white
and Q cannot be reduced, the implementation of the mixed estimator requires the
maximization of L(;!;Q) over Q as well as  and ! (see [20] and [67] for examples
of the maximization over Q for stochastic signal DOA estimation).
3.4 Analytical Performance Analysis
In this section, we present analytical results on the performances of the stochastic
and the mixed estimators. For convenience of formulation, we dene the following
notations:
D =

da(1)
d1
;
da(2)
d2
;    ; da(L)
dL

; (3.24)
P = CCH + P ; (3.25)
Q0i =
dQ
di
; i = 1; : : : ; l; (3.26)
~Q
0
i = Q
  1
2Q0iQ
  1
2 ; i = 1; : : : ; l; (3.27)
 =
h
vec
n
~Q
0
1
o
;    ; vec
n
~Q
0
l
oi
; (3.28)
 =

vec

e1e
T
1
	
;    ; veceLeTL	 ; (3.29)
where  = [1; 2; : : : ; l ]
T is the vector of length l containing all the real unknown
parameters from Q, and ei is a L  1 vector with the i-th element 1 and all the
other elements 0. We also let c, p, and p be the real column vectors containing the
unknown parameters from C, P , and P , respectively. Note that p consists of the
diagonal elements of P , and the real and imaginary parts of all the upper-triangular
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elements above the diagonal in P . The vector p is composed similarly of those from
P .
In the following Proposition 1, we give the CRB on DOA estimation of mixed signals.
Proposition 8. For DOA estimation of mixed signals, the mixed CRB matrix CRBM 
on DOA can be written as
CRBM  =

CRB 1D  +CRB
 1
S 
 1
; (3.30)
where CRBD  is the deterministic CRB matrix on DOA estimation with the mea-
surement at snapshot t, t = 1; : : : ; N , following CN  AC'(t);Q, in which , !,
c, and  are the unknown parameters, and CRBS  is the stochastic CRB matrix
on DOA estimation with each of the N measurements following CN  0;R, in which
R = APAH +Q and the unknown parameters are , p, and .
Proof: See Appendix H.
The equations for CRBD  and CRBS  have been addressed in [56], [57], and [43].
Though we now have the CRB for DOA estimation of mixed signals, it is not appropri-
ate to simply assume that the mixed ML estimator achieves the CRB asymptotically.
Since the measurements are not temporally stationary due to the sinusoidal compo-
nents, the conclusion that the error covariance matrix of the ML estimator asymp-
totically achieves the CRB (see [42]), which is typically based on the assumption of
independent and identically distributed measurements, can not be directly applied
here. Note that a similar concern has been addressed in [50] for ML estimation of si-
nusoidal frequencies, in which the measurements are not temporally stationary either
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and a proof was given to show that the ML frequency estimator achieves the CRB
asymptotically.
In the following Proposition 9 and its proof in Appendix I, we conrm the asymptotic
eciency of the mixed estimator.
Proposition 9. For DOA estimation of mixed signals, the error covariance matrix
of the mixed estimator on  = [T ;pT ;T ; cT ;!T ]T achieves the mixed CRB matrix
asymptotically.
The following Theorem 1 (Lindeberg-Feller central limit theorem) [58] is used in our
proof of Proposition 2. Note that the setup of our problem and thus the proof of
Proposition 2 are absolutely dierent from those in [50].
Theorem 3. Let 1;    ;N be independent random vectors, each of which are de-
pendent on N , such that as N !1,
NX
n=1
Z
knk>
k n k2 fn(n)dn ! 0 (3.31)
for arbitrary  > 0 and
PN
n=1 covfng ! Q, where k  k denotes the Euclidean
norm of a vector, fn(n) is the pdf of n, and covfg denotes the covariance matrix
of a random vector. Then
PN
n=1 (n   Efng), where Efng is the expectation of
n, converges in distribution to a random vector following the normal distribution
N (0;Q) as N !1.
Now we examine the performance of applying the stochastic estimator to DOA es-
timation of mixed signals. In Appendix J, we show that the stochastic estimator
provides consistent estimate for  = [T ;T ; pT ]T if it is used for mixed signal DOA
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estimation, and we give the expression for the asymptotic error covariance matrix of
the stochastic estimator on . We also show the following proposition in Appendix J.
Proposition 10. If the stochastic estimator is applied to DOA estimation of mixed
signals, the asymptotic error covariance matrix on  = [T ;T ]T equals CRBS ,
which is the stochastic CRB matrix on the estimation of  with each of the N mea-
surements following CN (0; R), where R = A PAH +Q and the unknown parameters
are , p, and . As a result, the asymptotic error covariance matrix on  equals
CRBS .
We can see from Proposition 3 that the stochastic and the mixed signals provide
similar asymptotic accuracy for the estimation of  using the stochastic estimator.
We now compare the performances of the stochastic and the mixed estimators. Let
CasM  be the asymptotic error covariance matrix on  of the mixed estimator. We
show the following proposition in Appendix K.
Proposition 11. For DOA estimation of mixed signals, CasM   CRBS . As a
result, CasM   CRBS .
Note that  consists of all the common unknown parameters that appear in both
the mixed and the stochastic LL functions, and can be estimated by both the mixed
and the stochastic estimators. We cannot make comparisons of the two estimators
for the parameters not included in . Compared with the stochastic estimator, the
mixed estimator has two extra sets of parameters to estimate: the coecients and
the frequencies of the sinusoidal components. However, from Proposition 11, we see
that with the same correlation matrices of signals and noise, the mixed signals and
estimator provide higher accuracy than the stochastic ones for common parameter
estimation as well as DOA estimation.
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3.5 Numerical Examples
In this section, we compare the performances of the stochastic and the mixed estima-
tors through two numerical examples.
In the rst example, we consider a DOA estimation problem of two sources under
spatially white noise using a uniform linear array of 10 sensors with the inter-sensor
distance equal to 0:5, where  is the wavelength of the narrow-band signals. The
linear sensor array lies on the z axis, and the elevation angles of the two sources are
15 and 20 degrees, respectively. We assume there are two sinusoidal waves incident
on the array, one from each source, with radian frequencies  0:4 and 0:3 and
coecients 0:8 and 0:7, respectively. For the random signal part, we assume the
covariance matrix is
P =
264 0:4 0:2
0:2 0:5
375 : (3.32)
We assume the noise power is 2 = 10, and apply both the stochastic and the mixed
estimators to DOA estimation. The optimization for the proposed mixed estimator
is implemented iteratively, starting from selected initial values of  and !. The DOA
vector  is initialized using the result from the stochastic estimator. The radian
frequency vector ! can be initialized using many well-developed techniques for fre-
quency estimation of sinusoidal signals (see [33]- [51] for examples). For instance, we
can obtain the initial value for ! by maximizing the likelihood function based on the
following measurement model:
y(t) = G'(t) + ~(t); (3.33)
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Figure 3.1: Cramer-Rao bound and root-mean-square errors as functions of the num-
ber of measurements from mixed signal DOA estimation under spatially white noise
using uniform linear array.
where y(t) is still the measurement at time t, G is a matrix of the same size as AC,
and ~(t) is the noise assumed to be spatially white. The unknown parameters in
(3.33) consist of !, G, and the noise power. However, the matrix G and the noise
power can be easily reduced in the likelihood function, which, as a result, is able to
be fully concentrated on !, and can be maximized accurately using ML frequency
estimation methods (see [50] and [51]). Ecient and accurate frequency estimation is
not within the scope or interest of this dissertation. For simplicity, in this example,
we maximize the reduced likelihood function from (3.33) using a uniform grid search
to obtain the initial estimate of !.
The root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) of the two DOA estimators, which were com-
puted with 200 Monte Carlo runs, are illustrated in Fig. 3.1 for the source with
 = 15 degrees.
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In our second example, we consider a DOA estimation problem under spatially colored
noise using a linear array consisting of separated sub-arrays. In this type of DOA esti-
mation problems (see [21], [24], [67], and [59] for examples), the noise is considered as
uncorrelated between the widely separated sub-arrays such that the noise covariance
matrix Q of the whole array has a block-diagonal structure, in which each diagonal
block is assumed to be arbitrarily positive denite and unknown. In this example, we
examine a DOA estimation problem of two sources using a linear array consisting of
four separated sub-arrays, which are composed of 3, 2, 3, and 2 sensors, respectively.
The distance between any two adjacent sub-arrays is 3. Within each sub-array, the
spacing between adjacent sensors is 0:5. The linear sensor array lies on the z axis.
The elevation angles of the two sources are 15 and 30 degrees. The (k; l)-th element
of Qi, which is the noise covariance matrix of the i-th sub-array, is generated by [24]
[Qi]kl = 
2
i exp
  (k   l)2i	; (3.34)
with 21 = 7, 
2
2 = 6, 
2
3 = 5, 
2
4 = 8, 1 = 0:6, 2 = 0:7, 3 = 0:7, and 4 = 0:6. We
assume there are two sinusoidal waves incident on the array, one from each source,
with radian frequencies  0:3 and 0:4 and coecients 0:5 and 0:6, respectively. For
the random signal part, we assume the covariance matrix is
P =
264 0:2 0:0
0:0 0:5
375 : (3.35)
Unlike the case of spatially white noise, the block-diagonal array noise covariance
matrix Q in this example cannot be reduced from L(;!;Q). To obtain the DOA
estimate, the iterative optimization needs to be implemented over Q as well as  and
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Figure 3.2: Cramer-Rao bound and root-mean-square errors as functions of the num-
ber of measurements from mixed signal DOA estimation under spatially colored noise
using linear array consisting of separated sub-arrays.
!. In one iteration of such optimization, we rst maximize L(;!;Q) over  and
! starting from their values obtained in the previous iteration, with Q xed at its
value from the previous iteration. Then with  and ! xed at their newly updated
values, we obtain the improved estimate for Q, which can be achieved using the
Expectation-Maximization method proposed in [67]. We implement such iterations
until the Euclidean norm of the change in  from two consecutive iterations is smaller
than 10 2 degree. The DOA estimation errors of the mixed estimator computed from
200 Monte Carlo runs are shown in Fig. 3.2 for the source with  = 15 degrees.
We obtain the initial values of  and Q for the mixed estimator using the stochastic
estimator proposed in [67], whose errors calculated from 200 Monte Carlo runs are
also shown in Fig. 3.2. We use the same rule as for the mixed estimator to stop
the optimization iterations of the stochastic estimator. We initialize ! for the mixed
estimator using the same method as in the rst example.
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From the results in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, we can see that since the mixed model describes
the signals more accurately, the mixed estimator evidently provides better DOA esti-
mation performance than the stochastic estimator. This matches the result from our
analytical performance analysis.
3.6 Summary
We considered the narrow-band DOA estimation problem of hydroacoustic signals
from marine vessels containing both sinusoidal and random components, for which
we presented a mixed signal model and gave ML estimation results. We derived the
asymptotic error covariance matrix on ML DOA estimation of the mixed signals,
as well as that of applying the typical stochastic estimator on DOA estimation of
the mixed signals. We presented both analytical and numerical comparisons for the
performances of the typical stochastic and the proposed mixed estimators for mixed
signal DOA estimation. The results showed that the proposed mixed signal model
and estimator improve the mixed signal DOA estimation accuracy compared with the
typical stochastic ones. In practice, the hydroacoustic signals from marine vessels are
usually wide-band. We will address the wide-band DOA estimation of such signals in
the following two chapters.
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Chapter 4
Direction-of-Arrival Finding of
Wide-band Hydroacoustic Signals
From Marine Vessels: An
Extension of the Narrow-Band
Case
In this chapter, we consider the problem of wide-band maximum likelihood (ML)
direction-of-arrival (DOA) nding of underwater sources like ships, submarines, or
torpedoes, which emit hydroacoustic signals containing sinusoidal waves. These sig-
nals, which we call mixed signals, are modeled as the mixture of sinusoidal waves and
stochastic Gaussian signals in Chapter 3 for narrow-band DOA estimation. In this
chapter, we generalize the narrow-band results in Chapter 3 to the wide-band case,
and give the wide-band ML DOA estimator for the mixed signals under spatially
white noise. We derive the asymptotic error covariance matrix of the ML estimator,
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as well as that of the typical stochastic estimator assuming zero-mean Gaussian sig-
nals, for DOA estimation of wide-band mixed signals. Our results demonstrate that
compared with the typical stochastic estimator, the proposed ML estimator provides
better DOA estimation accuracy for wide-band mixed signals.
4.1 Introduction
Direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation has important applications in the localization
and tracking of underwater acoustic sources like ships and submarines. This chapter
develops a wide-band ML method for DOA estimation of hydroacoustic signals from
ships, submarines, or torpedoes, which are found to consist of two parts (see [31], [48],
and [49]): the noise-like part with continuous spectra, and the tonal or sinusoidal part
with discrete frequencies.
In Chapter 3, these signals are called \mixed signals", and are modeled as the mixture
of a zero-mean Gaussian part with unknown covariance matrix and a sinusoidal part
with unknown coecients and frequencies. The work in Chapter 3 only considered the
narrow-band DOA estimation of the mixed signals, which, however, are usually wide-
band in practice. Therefore, the results developed in Chapter 3 cannot be directly
applied to mixed signal DOA estimation in practice. In this chapter, we extend the
narrow-band results in Chapter 3 to the wide-band case. We give the wide-band ML
DOA estimator for mixed signals and derive its asymptotic error covariance matrix.
Additionally, we derive the asymptotic error covariance matrix of applying the typical
stochastic estimator, which assumes zero-mean Gaussian signals, to wide-band mixed
signal DOA estimation. Our analytical comparison and numerical example show that
the proposed ML estimator improves the DOA estimation accuracy for mixed signals.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We give the wide-band mea-
surement model and ML estimator in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the results of
analytical performance analysis. The numerical example and conclusions appear at
last in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. For simplicity of presentation, in the rest
of this chapter, we use \stochastic signals" to represent zero-mean Gaussian signals.
We use \stochastic" and \mixed" estimators or CRBs (Cramer-Rao bounds) to rep-
resent the ML estimators or CRBs derived under the assumptions of \stochastic" and
\mixed" signals, respectively.
4.2 Measurement Model AndMaximum Likelihood
Estimation
In this section, we give the wide-band measurement model and ML estimator for
DOA nding of mixed signals.
4.2.1 Measurement Model
Consider the wide-band mixed signals from L far-eld sources impinging on an array
of M sensors. We decompose the frequency band into a set of non-overlapping (or
roughly non-overlapping) sub-bands, each of which is a narrow band. We make mea-
surements from each sub-band following the narrow-band measurement model (see
(1) in [67]), and formulate the wide-band measurement model as
yk(t) = Ak() [Ck'k(!k; t) + xk(t)] + k(t); t = 1; : : : ; Nk; k = 1; : : : ; K; (4.1)
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where yk(t) is the M  1 measurement vector at the t-th snapshot from the k-th
sub-band,  = [1; : : : ; L]
T is the DOA vector with l the DOA of the l-th source
and fgT denoting the matrix transpose, Ak() = [ak(1);    ;ak(L)] is the array
steering matrix with steering vector ak(l) focused on the carrier frequency of the k-th
sub-band, !k = [!k;1; : : : ; !k;Jk ]
T with Jk the total number of sinusoidal components
and !k;m the radian frequency of them-th sinusoidal component in the k-th sub-band,
'k(!k; t) = [e
j!k;1t; :::; ej!k;Jk t]T with j2 =  1, Ck is the L Jk coecient matrix of
'k(!k; t), xk(t) is the L  1 Gaussian signal vector from the k-th sub-band, k(t)
is the M  1 Gaussian noise vector from the k-th sub-band, Nk is the number of
measurements from the k-th sub-band, and K is the total number of sub-bands. We
assume xk(t) and k(t) are temporally white and uncorrelated with each other, and
that they follow circular complex Gaussian distributions CN (0;P k) and CN (0;Qk),
respectively, with unknown covariance matrices P k and Qk.
In (4.1), the mixed signals are represented in the k-th sub-band by the sum of
Ck'k(!k; t) and xk(t), which correspond to the parts with discrete frequencies and
continuous spectra, respectively. We assume the number of sources is known. Also
we assume the number of sinusoidal components in each sub-band has been estimated
and known, which is a common assumption in existing sinusoidal frequency estima-
tion research (see [33], [50], [51], and [68]). We further assume the signals or noise
from dierent sub-bands are uncorrelated since dierent sub-bands do not overlap
in frequency. The value of Nk may vary for dierent sub-bands. This is often true
when sub-bands with dierent band widths are sampled at Nyquist rates. However,
the ratio Nk=Nm should roughly remain constant at m=k as N1; : : : ; NK increase,
where k is the sampling period of the k-th sub-band. The unknown parameters in
the wide-band model (4.1) are those from , Ck, !k, P k, and Qk, k = 1; : : : ; K.
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4.2.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
In this sub-section, we present the mixed DOA estimator for wide-band mixed signals.
For simplicity, we omit  and !k in notations, and use Ak and 'k(t) to represent
Ak() and 'k(!k; t), respectively.
Recall that in our wide-band model, the measurements are captured separately from
each sub-band following the narrow-band measurement model, and recall that the
measurements from dierent sub-bands are uncorrelated. As a consequence, the wide-
band log-likelihood (LL) function is the sum of the narrow-band LL functions from
all sub-bands, which, by omitting constant factors, can be written as
L() =
KX
k=1
Nk
n
 log AkP kAHk +Qk tracen AkP kAHk +Qk 1Rykykoo; (4.2)
where  is the real vector containing all the unknown parameters in the wide-band
model, j  j denotes the matrix determinant, and
Rykyk=
1
Nk
NkX
t=1
[yk(t) AkCk'k(t)][yk(t) AkCk'k(t)]H : (4.3)
Applying the same narrow-band analysis as from equations (2) to (22) in [67] to each
sub-band, we can obtain the wide-band ML estimation results as in the following
paragraph.
For arbitrary proper noise covariance matrices Qk, k = 1; : : : ; K, the ML estimates
for Ck and P k as functions of , !k, and Qk can be found as
C^k =

~A
H
k
~Ak
 1
~A
H
k
~Y k
H
k
 
k
H
k
 1
; (4.4)
P^ k =
h
~A
H
k
~Ak
i 1
~A
H
k
~Rykyk
~Ak
h
~A
H
k
~Ak
i 1
 
h
~A
H
k
~Ak
i 1
; (4.5)
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where ~Ak = Q
  1
2
k Ak,
~Y k = Q
  1
2
k Y k with
Y k = [yk(1);    ;yk(Nk)]; (4.6)
k = ['k(1);    ;'k(Nk)]; (4.7)
and
~Rykyk=
1
Nk

~Y k   ~Ak ~Y kHk

~Y k   ~Ak ~Y kHk
H
(4.8)
with  ~Ak =
~Ak
 
~A
H
k
~Ak
 1 ~AHk . Substituting (4.4) and (4.5) into (4.2), we can obtain
the reduced LL function dependent on , !k, and Qk, k = 1; : : : ; K. For the special
case of spatially white noise Qk = 
2
kIM , where IM is the M M identity matrix,
the noise parameters can be further reduced and the LL function becomes
L(; !) =  
KX
k=1
Nk log
AkY k?Hk Y HkNk Ak + ^2k?Ak
 (4.9)
with ! = [!T1 ; : : : ;!
T
K ]
T , ?Ak = IM  Ak , and
^2k =
1
M   Ltrace

?Ak
Y kY
H
k
Nk

: (4.10)
The wide-band mixed DOA estimator under spatially white noise can be achieved by
maximizing (4.9) with respect to  and !. If noise parameters cannot be reduced
from the LL function, the wide-band mixed estimator requires maximizing the LL
function over Qk, k = 1; : : : ; K, as well as  and !.
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4.3 Analytical Performance Analysis
In this section, we present analytical results on the performances of the stochastic
and the mixed estimators. For convenience of formulation, we let
Dk =

dak(1)
d1
;
dak(2)
d2
;    ; dak(L)
dL

; (4.11)
P k = CkC
H
k + P k; (4.12)
and ck, pk, pk, and k be the real column vectors containing the unknown parameters
fromCk, P k, P k, andQk, respectively. Note that pk consists of the diagonal elements
of P k, and the real and imaginary parts of all the upper-triangular elements above
the diagonal in P k. The vector pk is composed similarly of those from P k.
In the following Proposition 1, we give the CRB on DOA estimation of mixed signals.
Proposition 12. For DOA estimation of wide-band mixed signals, the mixed CRB
matrix CRBM  on DOA can be written as
CRBM  =
"
KX
k=1
 
CRB 1Dk  +CRB
 1
Sk 
# 1
; (4.13)
where CRBDk  is the deterministic CRB matrix on DOA estimation with the mea-
surement at snapshot t, t = 1; : : : ; Nk, following CN
 
AkCk'k(t);Qk

, in which ,
ck, !k, and k are the unknown parameters, and CRBSk  is the stochastic CRB
matrix on DOA estimation with each of the Nk measurements from the sensor array
following CN  0;Rk, in which Rk = AkP kAHk +Qk and the unknown parameters
are , pk, and k.
Proof: See Appendix L.
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The expressions of CRBDk  and CRBSk  can be formulated using the results in
[56], [57], and [43]. As stated in [67], it is not appropriate to simply assume the
mixed ML estimator achieves the CRB asymptotically, since the measurements are not
temporally stationary due to the sinusoidal components. In the following Proposition
13 and its proof in Appendix M, we verify the asymptotic eciency of the wide-band
mixed estimator.
Proposition 13. For DOA estimation of wide-band mixed signals, the error covari-
ance matrix of the mixed estimator on  achieves the mixed CRB matrix asymptoti-
cally.
We also examine the performance of applying the stochastic estimator to DOA esti-
mation of wide-band mixed signals.
Proposition 14. If the stochastic estimator is applied to DOA estimation of wide-
band mixed signals, the asymptotic error covariance matrix on  = [T ;T1 ; : : : ;
T
K ]
T
equals CRBS , which is the stochastic CRB matrix on the estimation of  with each
of the Nk measurements from the k-th sub-band, k = 1; :::; K, following CN (0; Rk),
where Rk = Ak P kA
H
k +Qk and the unknown parameters are , pk, and k. As a
result, the asymptotic error covariance matrix on  equals CRBS .
We now compare the performances of the mixed and the stochastic estimators. Let
CasM  be the asymptotic error covariance matrix on  of the mixed estimator. We
have the following proposition proved.
Proposition 15. For DOA estimation of wide-band mixed signals, CasM   CRBS .
Proof: According to Propositions 1 and 2, and the results in their proofs, we have
CasM  =
 PK
k=1C
as 1
Mk 
 1
, where Cas 1Mk  = CRB
as 1
Dk 
+ CRB 1Sk  and CRB
as
Dk 
is
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the asymptotic value of CRBDk  that can be obtained by replacing R^kk in (L.11)
with its asymptotic value, which is an identity matrix. From Proposition 4 in [67],
we have CasMk   CRBSk , k = 1; : : : ; K. We thus have the proposition holds.
From Proposition 15, we see that with the same correlation matrices of signals and
noise, the mixed signals and estimator provide better DOA estimation than the
stochastic ones.
4.4 Numerical Example
In this numerical example, we consider a wide-band DOA estimation problem of
two sources under spatially white noise using a uniform linear array consisting of
10 sensors. The linear sensor array lies on the z axis, and the elevation angles of
the two sources are 15 and 20 degrees, respectively. The wide frequency band of
the signals is composed of three narrow sub-bands, and the inter-sensor distance
d = 0:51 = 0:42 = 0:33, where 1, 2, and 3 are the wavelengths of the narrow-
band signals from three sub-bands. In each sub-band, there are two sinusoidal waves
incident on the array, one from each source, with radian frequencies  0:4 and 0:3
and coecients 0:8 and 0:7, respectively. For the random signal part and noise, we
assume
P 1 = P 2 = P 3 =
264 0:4 0:2
0:2 0:5
375 (4.14)
and 21 = 
2
2 = 
2
3 = 10. In addition, we sample the same number of measurements
from each sub-band.
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Figure 4.1: Cramer-Rao bound and root-mean-square errors as functions of the num-
ber of measurements from wide-band mixed signal DOA estimation under spatially
white noise.
We apply both the stochastic and the mixed estimators on DOA estimation. The
optimization for the mixed estimator is implemented iteratively starting from selected
initial values of  and !. The DOA is initialized using the result from the stochastic
estimator. The initial radian frequency estimates are obtained in each sub-bands
using the method given in the rst numerical example in [67]. The performances of
two estimators are illustrated in Fig. 4.1 for the source with  = 15 degrees. In Fig.
4.1, the root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) are calculated with 200 Monte Carlo runs.
From Fig. 4.1, we observe that the mixed estimator provides better DOA estima-
tion performance than the stochastic one. This matches the result of our analytical
performance analysis.
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4.5 Summary
We considered the wide-band DOA estimation problem of the hydroacoustic signals
from marine vessel sources. We gave the ML DOA estimator. We computed the
asymptotic error covariance matrices of the proposed ML and the typical stochastic
estimators for DOA nding of such signals. Our analytical and numerical comparisons
showed that the proposed ML estimator improves the DOA estimation accuracy of
such signals compared with the typical stochastic estimator.
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Chapter 5
Direction-of-Arrival Estimation of
Hydroacoustic Signals From
Marine Vessels: An Approach
From Fourier Transform
In Chapter 4, we considered the wide-band direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation
problem for the hydroacoustic signals from marine vessels. In this chapter, we
reconsider this problem following a Fourier-transform-based approach, which is a
quite useful and common technique widely adopted in wide-band DOA estimation
(see [54], [69], and [70] for examples). We set up new wide-band measurement models
from the Fourier transform (FT) of the hydroacoustic signals from marine vessels,
based on which we give the maximum likelihood (ML) DOA estimator. We compute
and compare the asymptotic error covariance matrices of the proposed estimator, and
that of the typical stochastic estimator assuming zero-mean Gaussian signals. The
results show that the proposed estimator provides better DOA estimation than the
typical stochastic estimator.
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The remainder of this chapter is presented as follows. The wide-band measurement
models and estimator are presented in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 gives analytical perfor-
mance analysis. The numerical example and conclusions appear in Sections 5.3 and
5.4, respectively. For simplicity, we use \mixed signals" to represent the wide-band
hydroacoustic signals containing both random and sinusoidal components.
5.1 Measurement Models And DOA Estimation
In this section, we present the measurement models and DOA estimator based on the
Fourier decomposition of the mixed signals.
5.1.1 Measurement Model
Assume L mixed signals from the far eld incident on an array of M sensors. We
write the L incident signals at the t-th snapshot as
s(t) = C'(; t) + x(t); t = 1; : : : ; N; (5.1)
where s(t) = [s1(t); :::; sL(t)]
T with sl(t) the signal value of the l-th source and fgT
denoting the matrix transpose, '(; t) = [ej1t; :::; ejKt]T contains the K sinusoids
from all sources with j2 =  1 and  = [1; : : : ; K ]T , k is the frequency of the k-th
sinusoid, C is an L  K matrix containing the coecients of '(; t), and x(t) =
[x1(t); :::; xL(t)]
T is the random part of the signals, which is assumed to zero-mean
complex Gaussian. Here the mixed signals are represented in (5.1) as the sum of the
sinusoidal part C'(; t) and the random part x(t).
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To apply Fourier decomposition to the mixed signals, we divide the total N snapshots
of signals into Td subintervals, each of which consists of Nd snapshots, i.e., N = NdTd.
For each subinterval, we implement a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and obtain
sn(i) = Cn(; i) + xn(i); i = 1; : : : ; Td; n = 1; : : : ; Nd; (5.2)
where sn(i) and xn(i) are L  1 vectors containing the DFT coecients of s(t) and
x(t), respectively, from the i-th subinterval and n-th Fourier basis function, and
n(; i) = [n(1; i); : : : ; n(K ; i)]
T with
n(k; i) =
1p
Nd
NdX
t=1
ejk[(i 1)Nd+t]e jn(t 1) = hk;nejNdki; (5.3)
where
hk;n =
ej(n Ndk)   ej(1 Nd)np
Nd(e j(k n)   1)
; (5.4)
and n is the frequency of the n-th Fourier basis function. Therefore, we can write
the DFT-based measurement model as
yn(i) = An() [Cn(; i) + xn(i)] + n(i); i = 1; : : : ; Td; n = 1; : : : ; Nd; (5.5)
where yn(i) and n(i) are M  1 vectors, which respectively contain the array out-
put and array noise DFT coecients from the i-th subinterval and n-th Fourier
basis function,  = [1; : : : ; L]
T with l the DOA of the l-th source, An() =
[an(1);    ;an(L)] is the array steering matrix with theM1 steering vector an(l)
focused on frequency n, l = 1; : : : ; L. We assume the number of sources is known.
Also we assume the number of sinusoidal components in each sub-band is known
(see [33] and [68] for similar assumptions). We assume xn(i) and n(i) are temporally
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white and uncorrelated with each other, and follow circular complex Gaussian distri-
butions CN (0;P n) and CN (0; 2nIM), respectively, where IM is an M M identity
matrix. We further assume the DFT coecients from dierent Fourier basis functions
are independent [54]. The unknown parameters in (5.5) are , C, , P n, and n,
n = 1; : : : ; Nd. For simplicity, we omit  and  is the following notations.
5.1.2 DOA Estimation From A Modied Model
We rst consider the ML estimation based on the model in (5.5), for which we rewrite
(5.5) as
Y n = AnCn +AnXn +En; n = 1; : : : ; Nd; (5.6)
where Y n = [yn(1);    ;yn(Td)], n = [n(1);    ;n(Td)],Xn = [xn(1);    ;xn(Td)],
and En = [n(1);    ; n(Td)]. Noting that vecfABCg = [CT 
A]vecfBg for any
matrices A, B, and C that can produce ABC, we have
yn =

Tn 
An

vecfCg+ vec fAnXn +Eng ; n = 1; : : : ; Nd; (5.7)
where yn = vecfY ng = [yTn (1);    ;yTn (Td)]T , 
 denotes the Kronecker product,
and vecfg is the vectorization operator stacking all the columns of a matrix, one
below another, into a vector. Stacking the coecients from all Fourier basis functions
together, we have
y = Ac+ n; (5.8)
where y = [yT1 ;    ;yTNd ]T , A = [(T1 
 A1)T ;    ; (TNd 
 ANd)T ]T , c = vecfCg,
and n = [vecfA1X1 +E1gT ;    ; vecfANdXNd +ENdgT ]T .
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Therefore, we have y  CN

Ac;

, where  = blkdiagfITd 

 
AnP nA
H
n +
Qn
gNd , which is a block-diagonal matrix with the n-th diagonal block equal to
ITd 

 
AnP nA
H
n +Qn

, n = 1; : : : ; Nd. Thus, the ML estimate of c as a function of
, , n, and P n, n = 1; : : : ; Nd is
c^ =
 
AH
 1A
 1
AH
 1y
=
 NdX
n=1
(n
T
n )


AHn (AnP nA
H
n +Qn)
 1An
 1

NdX
n=1
n
n 


AHn (AnP nA
H
n +Qn)
 1oyn; (5.9)
where fg denotes the complex conjugate.
In addition, we have the log-likelihood (LL) function from (5.6) as
L() =
NdX
n=1
Td
n
  log AnP nAHn +Qn  tracenAnP nAHn +Qn 1Rynynoo;(5.10)
where  is the real vector containing all the unknown parameters in (5.5), j  j denotes
the matrix determinant, tracefg denotes the matrix trace, and
Rynyn=
1
Td
TdX
t=1
[yn(t) AnCn(t)][yn(t) AnCn(t)]H : (5.11)
Substituting (5.9) back into From (5.10), we obtain a reduce LL function dependent
on , , as well as n and P n , n = 1; : : : ; Nd. To the best of our knowledge, the
nuisance parameters P n , n = 1; : : : ; Nd, cannot be further reduced from the LL
function. Alternatively, we can rst nd the ML estimates of P n as a function of
, , C, and n, n = 1; : : : ; Nd, following the narrow-band estimation result in [67].
Substituting these estimates back into the LL function, we obtain another reduced
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LL function dependent on , , C, and n, n = 1; : : : ; Nd. Again, the nuisance
parameters in C cannot be further reduced from the LL function.
To seek further reduction of nuisance parameters, we proposed the modied model
based on that in (5.5) as follows.
yn(i) = An() [Cn'(!; i) + xn(i)] + n(i); i = 1; : : : ; Td; n = 1; : : : ; Nd; (5.12)
where Cn = CHn, Hn = diagfh1;n; : : : ; hK;ng, which is a diagonal matrix with di-
agonal elements h1;n; : : : ; hK;n, and '(!; i) = ['(!1; i); : : : ; '(!K ; i)]
T with '(!k; i) =
ej!ki and !k being the remainder of Ndk=(2). The unknown parameters in (5.12)
consist of , !, Cn, P n, and n, n = 1; : : : ; Nd. Note that C1;    ;CNd are are
considered as arbitrarily unknown here. So the modied model in (5.12) has more
unknowns than the original model in (5.5). For simplicity of formulation, we omit 
and ! in the following notations.
Note that the LL function from (5.12), which can be readily obtained using (5.10),
is the sum of Nd narrow-band LL functions, each of which is of the same form as
the narrow-band LL function in [67]. Thus, the ML estimates of Cn, P n, and n for
(5.12) can be found as functions of  and ! following the similar procedures in [67]
as
C^n =
 
AHnAn
 1
AHn Y n'
H
 
''H
 1
; (5.13)
P^ n =
 
AHnAn
 1
AHn R^ynynAn
 
AHnAn
 1  ^2n  AHnAn 1; (5.14)
^2n =
1
M   Ltrace

?An
Y nY
H
n
Td

; (5.15)
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where
R^ynyn=
1
Td
 
Y n  AnY n'H
 
Y n  AnY n'H
H
(5.16)
with?An = IM An andAn = An
 
AHnAn
 1
AHn . Substituting the ML estimates
in (5.13)-(5.15) into the LL function from (5.12) and omitting constant terms, we
obtain the reduced LL function dependent on  and ! = [!T1 ; : : : ; !
T
K ]
T as
L(;!) =  
NdX
n=1
Td log
AnY n?'HY HnTd An + ^2n?An
: (5.17)
Remark: The maximization of the LL functions are usually implemented through an
iterative optimization method. Compared with the LL function in (5.17), the reduced
LL functions from the original model in (5.5) always have nuisance signal parameters
irreducible. This denitely introduces more optimization burden and less estimation
eciency. Moreover, to guarantee a correct convergence, the iterative optimization
ought to start from initial parameter estimates close to the true parameter values.
However, we have not found an ecient method at present to initialize the frequencies
 and the nuisance signal parameter C or P n. Due to the multiplication factor Nd in
the exponent in (5.3), the initialization errors in  can be signicantly enlarged in the
LL function. This introduces additional challenge in initializing the nuisance signal
parameters C or P n. In contrast, the LL function in (5.17) from the modied model
does not contain or require optimization over the nuisance signal parameters, and it
only needs the initialization of  and the remainder of Ndk=(2) for iterative opti-
mization, which can be readily obtained from existing techniques. So the ML DOA
estimator based on the modied model is denitely more computationally ecient.
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Though the ML estimator based on the original model in (5.5) may be able to give
better performance than that based on the modied model in (5.12), its ecient
implementation remains an unsolved problem to us mainly due to the initialization
problem of the frequencies and nuisance signal parameters. Moreover, the derivations
of the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) and the asymptotic error covariance matrix of the
ML estimator based on the original model seem quite challenging, and we have not
been able to make the analytical performance analysis for the ML estimator based
on the original model. So the ML estimator based on the original model will be left
open as a topic of our future work, and will not be examined in this correspondence.
Instead, we will concentrate on the performance analysis of the ML estimator from
the modied model in (5.12) in the following sections. We will show that the ML DOA
estimator from the modied model still provides much better estimation performance
than the typical ML estimator assuming zero-mean Gaussian signals.
5.2 Analytical Performance Analysis
In this section, we present analytical results on the performances of dierent esti-
mators. For simplicity, we use \stochastic" estimator and CRB to represent the ML
estimator and CRB derived under the assumption of zero-mean Gaussian signals, re-
spectively (see [8] for examples). We use \mixed" estimator and CRB to represent the
ML estimator and CRB derived from the modied model in (5.12). Also, we dene
P n = CnC
H
n +P n, and cn, pn, and pn to be the real column vectors containing the
unknown parameters from Cn, P n, and P n respectively. Note that pn consists of the
diagonal elements of P n, and the real and imaginary parts of all the upper-triangular
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elements above the diagonal in P n. The vector pn is composed similarly of those
from P n. In Appendix O, we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 16. For DOA estimation based on the model in (5.12), the mixed CRB
matrix CRBM  on DOA can be expressed as
CRBM  =
"
NdX
n=1
 
CRB 1Dn  +CRB
 1
Sn 
# 1
; (5.18)
where CRBDn  is the CRB matrix on DOA estimation with the measurement at
snapshot t, t = 1; : : : ; Td, following CN
 
AnCn'(t);Qn

, in which , cn, !, and n
are the unknown parameters, and CRBSn  is the stochastic CRB matrix on DOA
estimation with each of the Td measurements following CN
 
0;Rn

, in which Rn =
AnP nA
H
n +Qn and the unknown parameters are , pn, and n.
The expressions for CRBSn  and CRBDn  can be found in [8]-[57]. As explained
in [67], since the measurements are not temporally stationary, we cannot take it for
granted that the mixed estimator achieves the mixed CRB asymptotically. However,
it is shown in [67] for the narrow-band case that the mixed estimator asymptotically
achieves the CRB. Since our LL function from the modied model in (5.12) is simply
the sum of a set of narrow-band LL functions, each of which is in the same form as the
narrow-band LL function in [67], we can easily show following the narrow-band results
in [67] that the error covariance matrix of the mixed estimator achieves the mixed
CRB matrix asymptotically for the wide-band case in (5.12). Similarly, following the
narrow-band results in [67] (see Propositions 3 and 4 in [67] and their proofs), we can
show the following two corollaries.
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Corollary 1. If the stochastic estimator is applied to mixed signal DOA estimation,
the asymptotic error covariance matrix on  is equal to CRBS , which is the stochas-
tic CRB matrix on DOA estimation with each of the Td measurements from the n-th
sub-band, n = 1; :::; Nd, following CN (0; Rn), where Rn = An P nAHn +Qn and the
unknown parameters are , pn, and n.
Corollary 2. For DOA estimation of the mixed signals, CasM   CRBS , where
CasM  denotes the asymptotic error covariance matrix on  of the mixed estimator.
Corollary 1 examines the performance of the stochastic estimator when it is used
for DOA estimation of the mixed signals. Corollary 2 shows that the mixed esti-
mator provides higher accuracy than the stochastic estimator for mixed signal DOA
estimation.
5.3 Numerical Example
In this numerical example, we consider a DOA estimation problem under spatially
white noise using a uniform linear array of 10 sensors. The array lies on the z axis,
and the elevation angles of the two sources are 15 and 20 degrees, respectively. The
wide-band measurement model is constructed with 8 Fourier basis functions (Nd = 8).
The inter-sensor distance d = 0:51 = 0:452 = 0:43 = 0:354 = 0:35 = 0:256 =
0:27 = 0:158, where 1; : : : ; 8 are the wavelengths of eight Fourier basis functions.
There are two sinusoidal waves incident on the array, one from each source, with
frequencies 0:6 and 1:2 and coecients 0:6 and 0:7, respectively. For the random
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Figure 5.1: Cramer-Rao bound and root-mean-square errors as functions of the num-
ber of subintervals Nd for mixed signal DOA estimation.
signal part and noise, we assume
P 1 = P 2 =    = P 8 =
264 0:4 0:2
0:2 0:5
375 (5.19)
and 21 = 
2
2 = : : : = 
2
8 = 10.
Both the stochastic and the mixed estimators are applied to DOA estimation. The
maximization of the LL function in (5.17) is implemented iteratively starting from
initial estimates of  and !. The initial DOA estimate is selected using the estimate
from the stochastic estimator. The initial frequency estimates are obtained using
the method given in the rst numerical example in [67]. The performances of two
estimators are illustrated in Fig. 5.1 for the source with  = 15 degrees, with the
root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) calculated with 200 Monte Carlo runs.
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We can see in Fig. 5.1 that the mixed estimator provides higher estimation accuracy
than the stochastic estimator. This matches our analytical performance analysis in
Section III.
5.4 Summary
We considered the DOA estimation problem of the hydroacoustic signals from marine
vessels. We derived the wide-band measurement model based on Fourier decompo-
sition, from which we further proposed a modied measurement model and its ML
DOA estimator that greatly simplify the estimation procedure. Both our analytical
and numerical results demonstrated that in comparison with the typical stochastic
estimator, the proposed estimator improves the DOA estimation accuracy for the
hydroacoustic signals considered.
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Chapter 6
A Barankin-Type Bound on
Direction-of-Arrival Estimation 3
From the numerical examples and gures in the previous chapters, we can see that the
the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) is able to predict the performance of the maximum
likelihood (ML) estimator only when the number of measurements is large. The
similar phenomenon occurs to the performance of the ML estimator with respect
to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The CRB can predict the performance of the
ML estimator only at high SNR values. When the SNR is low, the mean-square
errors of the ML estimator deviate from the CRB. The SNR region below which
the performance of the ML estimator deviates rapidly from the CRB is called the
SNR threshold region. The CRB is not able to provide any information about this
threshold region.
In this chapter, we derive a Barankin-type bound (BTB) on the mean-square er-
ror (MSE) in estimating the directions of arrivals (DOAs) of far-eld sources using
acoustic sensor arrays. We consider narrow-band and wide-band deterministic source
3Based on T. Li, J. Tabrikian, and A. Nehorai, \A Barankin-Type Bound on Direction Estima-
tion Using Acoustic Sensor Arrays," IEEE Trans. Signal Process., vol. 59, pp. 431-435, Jan. 2011.
c[2011] IEEE.
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signals, and scalar or vector sensors. Our results provide an approximation to the
threshold of the SNR below which the performance of the maximum likelihood es-
timation (MLE) degrades rapidly. For narrow-band DOA estimation using uniform
linear vector-sensor arrays, we show that this threshold increases with the distance
between the sensors. As a result, for medium SNR values the performance does not
necessarily improve with this distance.
6.1 Introduction
The Barankin bound is the tightest lower bound on the mean square errors of any
unbiased estimator [71]{[75], and it is a useful tool in estimation problems for pre-
dicting the threshold region of SNR [76]{[79], below which the accuracy of the MLE
degrades rapidly. Identication of the threshold region enables to determine the oper-
ation conditions, such as observation time and transmission power, to obtain a desired
performance.
In the recent years many works have been carried out for identication of the threshold
region of the MLE. One approach is based on the method of interval estimation (MIE)
[80] in which the performance of the MLE in the threshold region is approximated.
However, it does not provide a performance lower bound. Another well investigated
approach is the use of the non-Bayesian bounds which can predict the threshold region
and provide a performance lower bound. In this chapter, we derive a Barankin-type
bound (BTB) on the DOA estimation of acoustic signals based on measurement
models with deterministic unknown parameters. The derived bound provides an
approximation for the threshold SNR even in the case of a high-dimensional unknown
parameter vector, for which computing the Barankin bound is usually formidable. We
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examine the performance of the derived bound for both wide-band and narrow-band
DOA estimation problems.
In addition, we examine the eect of the distance between the acoustic vector sensors
(AVSs) in a uniform linear array on the narrow-band DOA estimation error. Unlike
scalar sensors, AVSs measure not only the sound pressure but also the components
of particle velocity [11]. One of the advantages of the AVS arrays over the scalar
ones is that the distance between adjacent AVSs can be larger than half of the signal
wavelength without introducing spatial ambiguities in narrow-band DOA estimation.
Thus, we may design the distance between the AVSs to achieve better estimation
results. Our examination of the derived BTB and actual MLE error shows that the
threshold SNR increases with the distance between the AVSs, and that enlarging this
distance does not always improve the estimation accuracy. Compared with the CRB,
which consistently decreases with the increase of inter-AVS distance, the derived
BTB provides more accurate reference for the optimal distance determination, as it
incorporates the eect of large estimation errors.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we formulate the
model for data collected by acoustic sensor arrays. In Section 6.3, we derive the BTB
for source localization. Section 6.4 presents the numerical examples. The conclusion
of this paper appears in Section 6.5.
6.2 Measurement Model
In this section, we present the measurement models for both wide-band and narrow-
band sources for uniform linear AVS arrays. The measurement models for other types
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of sensor arrays can be formulated in the same way using the corresponding steering
vectors.
We rst present the measurement model for wide-band sources. Consider signal waves
from K distant wide-band acoustic sources impinging on a uniform linear array of
M AVSs, each of which consists of m components. In similar to [69], [70], using the
wide-band harmonic signal model, we approximate the incident signal from the k-th
source as
xk(t) =
JX
j=1
ckj j(t); (6.1)
where  1(t); : : : ;  J(t) are the monochromatic waves representing Fourier series ker-
nels and ck1; : : : ; ckJ are their coecients. Assuming the frequency of  j(t) is fj, we
write the measurement model as
y(t) =
JX
j=1
KX
k=1
aj(k)ckj j(t) + e(t)
=
JX
j=1
Aj()cj j(t) + e(t); t = 1; : : : ; N; (6.2)
where y(t) is the Mm  1 measurement vector, k is the one- or two-dimensional
DOA of the k-th source, e(t) is the Mm  1 noise vector,  = [T1 ; : : : ;TK ]T , cj =
[c1j; : : : ; cKj]
T , \T" denotes the transpose operation, N is the number of temporal
measurements, Aj() = [aj(1)   aj(K)], and aj(k) is the steering vector for the
k-th source given by
aj(k) = hj(k)

264 1
u(k)
375 ; (6.3)
where \
" donotes the Kronecker product, hj(k) =

1; ei2fj(k); : : : ; ei2fj(M 1)(k)
T
with (k) the dierential time delay of the k-th source signal between two adjacent
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AVSs, and u(k) is the (m  1) 1 unit-norm direction vector from the array to the
k-th source. We assume the noise is zero-mean circular Gaussian with known spatial
covariance matrix  and is temporally white.
For narrow-band sources, the steering vectors can be assumed to be constant over the
signal bandwidth with frequency xed on the carrier frequency of the narrow-band
sources, i.e., aj() = a(), and the measurement model (6.2) then becomes
y(t) =
KX
k=1
a(k)
 
JX
j=1
ckj j(t)
!
+ e(t)
= A()C (t) + e(t); t = 1; : : : ; N; (6.4)
where C is a K  J matrix whose (k; j)th entry is ckj,  (t) = [ 1(t); : : : ;  J(t)]T ,
A() = [a(1)   a(K)], and
a(k) = h(k)

264 1
u(k)
375 ; (6.5)
where h(k) =

1; ei2f(k); : : : ; ei2f(M 1)(k)
T
and f is the carrier frequency of the
narrow-band signals. Note that in (6.4),
PJ
j=1 ckj j(t) is the complex amplitude of
the k-th incident signal approximated by Fourier series expansion.
6.3 Barankin-Type Bound
In this section, we derive a BTB on the DOA vector  based on the measurement
models in Section II.
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An analytical form of the Barankin bound is generally not available. We use the
Barankin-type lower bound developed in [72]{[74] to approximate the actual Barankin
Bound. For an unbiased estimator ^ of an unknown deterministic parameter vector
, this lower bound can be formulated as
covf^g  T (B   11T ) 1T T ; (6.6)
where T = [1       L   ], 1; : : : ; L are the test points selected from the
parameter space of , 1 is a column vector of dimension L with all entries equal to
1, and B is the L L Barankin matrix whose (l; n)th entry is
Bln = Efr(y; l;)r(y; n;)g; (6.7)
where Efg denotes the expectation operation, r(y; l;) = f(y; l)=f(y;), and
f(y;) is the probability density function (pdf) of y with parameters . The supre-
mum of the BTB given in (6.6) approaches the actual Barankin bound when the
number of test points tends to innity [81].
In the following, we rst derive the BTB on  based on the wide-band measurement
model (6.2).
Stacking all measurements together, we rewrite (6.2) as
Y =
JX
j=1
Aj()cj 
T
j +E; (6.8)
where Y = [y(1)   y(N)], E = [e(1)    e(N)], and  j = [ j(1); : : : ;  j(N)]T . Vec-
torizing both sides of (6.8), we obtain
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y =
JX
j=1
 
 j 
Aj()

cj + e = R()c+ e; (6.9)
where y = [yT (1); : : : ;yT (N)]T , e = [eT (1); : : : ; eT (N)]T , c = [cT1 ; : : : ; c
T
J ]
T , and
R() = [ 1 
A1()    J 
AJ()].
The unknown parameter vector in (6.9) is  =

T ;Re

cT
	
; Im

cT
	 T
, in which
Re

cT
	
and Im

cT
	
are the real and imaginary parts of cT respectively. The prob-
ability density function of y with parameters  is
f(y;) =
1
det(IN 
) exp
 (y  R()c)H  IN 
 1 (y  R()c)	 (6.10)
where det() denotes the determinant of a matrix and IN is the unit matrix of size
N .
Substituting (6.10) into (6.7), we obtain
Bln =
1
det(IN 
)
Z
exp

(y  R()c)H  IN 
 1 (y  R()c)  
y  R(l)cl
H  
IN 
 1
  
y  R(l)cl
  
y  R(n)cn
H  
IN 
 1
  
y  R(n)cn
o
dy
= A exp
n
2Re
n 
R()c R(l)cl
H  
IN 
 1
  
R()c R(n)cn
oo
; (6.11)
where


T
l ;Re

cTl
	
; Im

cTl
	 T
is the lth selected test point for  and
A =
1
det(IN 
)
Z
exp
n 
y  R(l)cl  R(n)cn +R()c
H  
IN 
 1

  y  R(l)cl  R(n)cn +R()cody = 1: (6.12)
Thus, we have
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Bln = exp
n
2Re
n 
R()c R(l)cl
H  
IN 
 1
  
R()c R(n)cn
oo
: (6.13)
To obtain a tight bound, we ought to choose the test points that maximize the right
side of (6.6). Observe that in many cases  is a high-dimensional vector, which
generally requires a huge amount of test points to produce a tight bound. This would
inevitably augment the burden in computing the inverse of B   11T .
We employ the approximation method proposed in [78] to reduce the required number
of test points. This method is adapted as follows for DOA estimation:
 Select L candidate test points 1; : : : ;  L for the DOA parameter .
 For each selected l, l = 1; : : : ; L, select test point cjl for cj, j = 1; : : : ; J such
thatBll is minimized at l =


T
l ;Re

cTl
	
; Im

cTl
	 T
=


T
l ;Re

[cT1l; : : : ; c
T
Jl]
	
;
Im

[cT1l; : : : ; c
T
Jl]
	 T
.
 From 1; : : : ; L, choose the L test points producing the L smallest values in
B11; : : : ; BLL as the test points to compute the bound [78]. Alternatively, choose
the test points at the L highest lobe peaks of B 111 ; : : : ; B
 1
LL
provided that the
values of B 111 ; : : : ; B
 1
LL
exhibit evident sidelobes.
To obtain the BTB according to the above method, we rst nd the test point cl that
minimizes Bll for a given l. Taking the derivative of Bll with respect to cl, we have
the test point cl minimizing Bll is
cl = G
 1(l; l)G(l;)c; (6.14)
where G(l;) = R
H(l)(IN 
 1)R().
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The general result provided by (6.14) can be further simplied if we have
 Hk  j = kj (6.15)
with kj the Kronecker delta function, which is a general property of the problem at
hand since  1(t); : : : ;  J(t) can be chosen using the kernels of the Fourier series or
by Karhunen-Loeve transform. Using (6.14) and (6.15), we can further obtain (see
Appendix P) the test point cjl that minimizes Bll
cjl = P
 1
j (
l; l)P j(l;)cj; j = 1; : : : ; J; (6.16)
where P j(l;) = A
H
j (
l)
 1Aj().
Substituting (6.16) into (6.13), we obtain the following expression for the (l; n)th
entry of B:
Bln = exp

2tr

Re

QH(l;)
 1Q(n;)
			
; (6.17)
where trfg denotes the trace of a matrix, Q(l;) =

q1(l;)    qJ(l;)

, and
qj(l;) =
 
Aj() Aj(l)P 1j (l; l)P j(l;)

cj.
Assuming the noise covariance matrix  = 2I and there is only one source, we are
able to simplify the formula in (6.17) as
Bln = exp
(
2
2
JX
j=1
Re
n
(Aj()cj)
H j(l; n) (Aj()cj)
o)
; (6.18)
where
j(l; n) =
 
I  Aj(l)AHj (l)=
  
I  Aj(n)AHj (n)=

: (6.19)
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In (6.19),  is the square of the Euclidean norm of the steering vector. For scalar-
sensor arrays, we have  = M . For vector-sensor arrays, we have  = 2M (note that
the Euclidean norm of u() is 1). The diagonal entries of B can be further simplied
as
Bll = exp
(
2
2
JX
j=1
cHj cj
 
  jAHj ()Aj(l)j2=
)
; (6.20)
where j  j denotes the amplitude of a complex number.
Using the derived expressions of B, we are able to compute the BTB on an unbiased
estimator ^ of , which is given by
covf^g  T (B   11T ) 1T T ; (6.21)
where T  = [1       L   ].
The bound based on the narrow-band model (6.4) can be derived similarly and herein
we only present the results. For the narrow-band model in (6.4), the test point C l
minimizing Bll is
C l = P
 1(l; l)P (l;)C: (6.22)
where P (l;) = A
H(l)
 1A(). Under the condition in (6.15), the formula of B
for the narrow-band model can be written as
Bln = exp

2tr

Re

QH(l;)
 1Q(n;)
			
; (6.23)
where Q(l;) =
 
A() A(l)P 1(l; l)P (l;)

C.
Note that though our test-point selection method is based on the idea in [78], our
models and derived results are more general than their deterministic counterparts
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in [78] and thus have broader applications. Our derived bounds can be used as well
for some other array-processing problems such as DOA estimation for signals of known
waveforms [15], [16], in which  1; : : : ; J denote the known signal waveforms.
6.4 Numerical Examples
To demonstrate the performance of the derived bound, we present numerical examples
of DOA estimation for both scalar- and vector-sensor arrays. For simplicity, we
assume the noise covariance matrix  = 2I in all examples.
6.4.1 Examples for Scalar-Sensor Array
We present results of two examples for scalar-sensor array, one for narrow-band and
the other for wide-band signal. For the narrow-band example, we consider a sinusoidal
signal with elevation angle of 0 degree arriving at a uniform linear scalar-sensor array
of 40 sensors. The distance d between the sensors equals half of the signal's wavelength
. We took 10 samples of measurement and uniformly selected 30 test points from
[ =2; =2] to compute the bound. Note that uniformly selecting test points is a
special case of the proposed test point selection method with L = L. Also for a
uniform linear scalar-sensor array, the distance between adjacent sensors should not
be larger than half of the signal wavelength to avoid ambiguity in the DOA estimation
of a narrow-band signal.
For the wide-band example, we assume the distance between the sensors is 1 meter
and the signal consists of 10 harmonic components, with elevation angle of 0 degree.
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The frequencies of the 10 harmonic components of the signal are 20; 40; : : : ; 180, and
200 Hz, respectively. The linear array consists of 40 sensors. The sound propagation
speed is c = 1500 meters per second. We took 10 measurements at a sampling
period of 5 ms and uniformly selected 60 test points to compute the bound. In this
problem, we have 10 unknown signal parameters, which would make approximating
the Barankin bound challenging.
We present the computed square roots (SRs) of the derived BTB and actual MLE
error in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. It can be seen that the derived bounds predict the true
threshold SNRs with dierences about 2 to 3 dB in these two examples.
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Figure 6.1: Square roots of the derived Barankin-type bound and maximum likelihood
estimation mean-square error versus signal-to-noise ratio for narrow-band direction
of arrival estimation using uniform linear scalar-sensor array.
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Figure 6.2: Same as in Fig.1, but for the wide-band direction of arrival estimation.
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6.4.2 Examples for Vector-Sensor Array
AVS arrays outperform the standard scalar-sensor arrays, as they utilize measure-
ments from the components of the acoustic particle velocity as well as the pressure [11].
They resolve end-re and conical ambiguities [82] and a single AVS can identify up
to two sources in three-dimensional space [83]. Clearly, since a single AVS is able to
provide DOA information, the distance d between the AVSs in a uniform linear array
is not limited to be smaller than half of the wavelength of the narrow-band impinging
signal.
Since d can be larger than half the signal wavelength, it is possible to improve the
estimation accuracy through adjusting the distance between the AVSs. The lower
bounds on the mean-square estimation error should provide useful information about
the choice of the optimal distance. We examined the eect of the distance between
the AVSs on the derived BTB, CRB, and actual MLE error for a narrow-band one-
dimensional DOA estimation problem (see Fig. 6.3). In our example, we consider a
narrow-band signal with DOA = 0 degree impinges on a uniform linear array consist-
ing of 10 AVSs. The vector sensors measure the pressure and only two velocity com-
ponents such that h() =
h
1; ei
2

d sin ; : : : ; ei
2

(M 1)d sin 
iT
and u() = [cos ; sin ]T
in (6.5), where  is the one-dimensional DOA and  is the wavelength of the narrow-
band signal. We selected the test points at the peaks of the B 1ll values over 200
uniformly sampled candidate points, and computed the bounds and MLE errors us-
ing one measurement for d = , 2 and 3, respectively. According to [84], selecting
test points at the peaks of B 1ll is equivalent to selecting test points at the lobes of
the maximum likelihood ambiguity function (MLAF).
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Figure 6.3: Square roots of the derived Barankin-type bound, Cramer-Rao bound,
and maximum likelihood estimation mean-square error versus signal-to-noise ratio
for narrow-band direction of arrival estimation using uniform linear acoustic vector-
sensor arrays with d = , 2, and 3, respectively.
Observe from the results of the BTB and MLE error in Fig. 6.3 that the SNR
threshold increases with the distance between the AVSs, and that increasing the
distance between the AVSs does not always improve the estimation accuracy. From
the MLAF plots in Fig. 6.4, we can see that with the increase of d, the main lobe
width of the MLAF decreases whereas the number and level of side lobes increase.
Therefore, when the d value increases, the asymptotic ML estimation error decreases
while the threshold SNR increases. This explains the phenomena observed in Fig.
6.3. Since the MLE search includes ambiguities from side lobes, we must use a global
error bound like the BTB to capture the threshold eect impact of these ambiguities
often observed at medium to low SNRs. From Fig. 3, we can see that the derived
BTB provides better estimation of the optimal distance than the CRB, which is a
local error bound and consistently decreases with the increase of inter-AVS distance.
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Figure 6.4: Variation of maximum likelihood ambiguity functions with respect to the
inter-sensor distance d.
Note that although the derived bound correctly predicts that the threshold SNR
increases with the distance between the sensors, the true threshold SNRs are about
6 to 7 dB larger than the predicted ones due to the approximation in computing the
bound. We found similar dierences between the true and predicted threshold SNRs
in the wide-band DOA estimation with an AVS array of 10 sensors and the same
setup as above for the wide-band signal.
6.5 Summary
We derived a BTB on DOA estimation using acoustic sensor arrays. Numerical
examples show that this bound closely predicts the threshold SNR for DOA estimation
using scalar-sensor arrays. For the narrow-band DOA estimation using AVS arrays,
the distance between the sensors is not required to be lower than half a wavelength to
avoid ambiguity. Numerical results from the derived BTB demonstrate that increasing
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the distance between the AVSs improves the DOA estimation accuracy consistently
only at high SNRs, and it increases the threshold SNR as well. As a result, at medium
SNR values the estimation accuracy does not necessarily improve with this distance.
This predicts the behavior of the actual MLE error. The derived BTB exhibits evident
advantage over the CRB in determining the optimal distance between the AVSs.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this dissertation, we proposed new signal models, maximum likelihood (ML) es-
timators, and performance analysis results for some selected topics in underwater
direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation. In the following, we rst summarize the key
contributions of this dissertation, and then discuss possible topics for future research.
7.1 Key Contributions
We rst considered the DOA estimation problem in spatially colored noise using
sparse sensor arrays, for which we developed new ML DOA estimators for both zero-
mean and non-zero-mean Gaussian signals based on an Expectation-Maximization
framework. We derived the CRB on DOA estimation of non-zero-mean Gaussian
signals, and the asymptotic error covariance matrix of using the typical stochastic
estimator, which assumes zero-mean Gaussian signals, for DOA estimation of non-
zero-mean Gaussian signals. Our analytical comparison and numerical examples show
that the non-zero means in the signals improves the accuracy of DOA estimation.
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Next, we considered the narrow-band DOA estimation of hydroacoustic signals from
marine vessels containing both sinusoidal and random components, for which we
presented a new signal model and derived the ML estimator for DOA nding of such
hydroacoustic signals. We computed the asymptotic error covariance matrices of
the proposed ML estimator and the typical stochastic estimator assuming zero-mean
Gaussian signals on DOA nding of such hydroacoustic signals, which, together with
our analytical and numerical comparisons, showed that the proposed signal model
and estimator improve the DOA estimation accuracy for the hydroacoustic signals
from marine vessels in comparison with the typical stochastic ones.
We then generalized the narrow-band DOA estimation results to the wide-band case
for hydroacoustic signals from marine vessels through narrow-band decomposition
and Fourier series expansion. We proposed the wide-band measurement models and
ML estimators. We showed that compared with the typical stochastic estimators, the
proposed ML estimators provide better performance for wide-band DOA nding of
the hydroacoustic signals from marine vessels.
At last, to identify the SNR threshold region, we derived a Barankin-type bound on
DOA estimation using acoustic sensor arrays. Numerical examples show that this
bound closely predicts the threshold SNR for DOA estimation using scalar-sensor
arrays. The derived Barankin-type bound also demonstrated that increasing the dis-
tance between the acoustic vector sensors improves the DOA estimation accuracy
only at high SNRs, and it increases the SNR threshold as well, and the estimation
accuracy does not necessarily improve with this distance at medium SNR values.
This predicts the actual behavior of the ML estimation error. In addition, the de-
rived Barankin-type bound exhibits evident advantage over the Cramer-Rao bound
in determining the optimal distance between the acoustic vector sensors.
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7.2 Future Work
In our future work, we will develop new schemes to improve the eciency of DOA
estimation in spatially colored noise using sparse sensor arrays. Sparse modeling
techniques [85]-[89] have been shown to be quite ecient and accurate in DOA es-
timation under spatially white noise. However, concrete sparse modeling methods
for DOA estimation using sparse sensor arrays under spatially colored noise have not
been addressed yet to the best of our knowledge. We will develop novel and ecient
sparse-modeling-based estimators for DOA nding under spatially colored noise using
sparse sensor arrays.
Also in our future work, we will develop new methods to improve the accuracy and
eciency for DOA estimation of hydroacoustic signals from marine vessels. We will
develop new DOA estimation methods based on the sparse modeling on both DOA
and sinusoidal frequencies to improve the estimation eciency. For the wide-band
estimation based on Fourier transform, we will develop ecient estimation schemes
based on the measurement model proposed in (5.5) to improve the estimation per-
formance. This model is more accurate than the one in (5.12), based on which the
current estimator in Chapter 5 is developed. We expect it to introduce a better
estimator than the current one proposed in Chapter 5.
For the Barankin-type bound, we will develop more accurate computation of the
Barankin bound for high-dimensional unknown parameter vectors as well as better
signal models such as those assuming Gaussian signals. We will aim to improve the
approximation of the Barankin bound on DOA estimation by developing new test
point selection methods and considering alternative approximation approaches of the
Barankin bound such as the one in [81].
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Appendix A
Proof of Theorem 1
Let  =

T ; T ; b
T T
be the real column vector containing all the unknown param-
eters, where  is the real column vector containing the unknown parameters from P
and Q, and b is the real column vector containing those from b. According to the
Fisher information matrix equation [42], we have
[FIMM]kl = 2NRe

@[A()b]H
@k
R 1
@[A()b]
@l

+Ntrace

R 1
@R
@k
R 1
@R
@l

; (A.1)
where FIMM is the mixed Fisher information matrix, [FIMM]kl is the (k; l)-th element
of FIMM, Refg denotes the real part of a complex number, and k is the k-th element
of .
Let F d be the matrix whose entries are from the rst term on the right side of (A.1).
If k is a parameter from , we have
@[A()b]
@k
= 0: (A.2)
As a result, we obtain
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F d =
266664
F d  F d  F d b
F d  F d  F d b
F d b F d b F d bb
377775 =
266664
F d  0 F d b
0 0 0
F d b 0 F d bb
377775 ; (A.3)
where F d ;F d ; : : : ;F d bb are the sub-matrices of F d containing the elements
related to the parameters specied in their subscripts.
Similarly, let F S be the matrix whose entries are from the second term on the right
side of (A.1). Since
@R
@k
= 0 (A.4)
if k is a parameter from b, we have
F S =
266664
F S  F S  F S b
F S  F S  F S b
F S b F S b F S bb
377775 =
266664
F S  F S  0
F S  F S  0
0 0 0
377775 : (A.5)
Combining the results from (A.3) and (A.5), we obtain
FIMM=F d + F S =
266664
F d  + F S  F S  F d b
F S  F S  0
F d b 0 F d bb
377775 : (A.6)
Therefore, we have
CRB 1M  = F d  + F S    [F S  F d b]
264 F S  0
0 F d bb
375
 1 264 F S 
F d b
375
= F d    F d bF 1d bbFHd b + F S    F S F 1S FHS ; (A.7)
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where
F S    F S F 1S FHS  = CRB 1S : (A.8)
For 1D DOA estimation, we have
@[A()b]
@l
= bl
da(l)
dl
; (A.9)
where bl is the l-th element of b. As a result,
@[A()b]
@T
=DH ; (A.10)
where H = diagfbg is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements from vector b.
According to the results in [19], we have
F d    F d bF 1d bbFHd b = 2NRe
n
HH D
H
?A DH
o
= 2NRe
n
D
H
?A D

  bbHTo
= 2NRe
n
~D
H
?~A
~D

  bbHTo
=CRB 1d : (A.11)
The second last equality in (A.11) is obtained from the following result given in [43]:
R 
1
2?AR
  1
2 = Q 
1
2?~AQ
  1
2 : (A.12)
For 2D DOA estimation, we have
@[A()b]
@Tl
=
@a(l)
@Tl
"
bl 0
0 bl
#
=

da(l)
dl
;
da(l)
d l
 "
bl 0
0 bl
#
; (A.13)
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and thus
@[A()b]
@T
=D2H2; (A.14)
where H2 =H 
 I2, and I2 is the 2 2 identity matrix.
Therefore, for 2D DOA estimation,
F d    F d bF 1d bbFHd b = 2NRe
n
HH2
D
H
2 
?
A
D2H2
o
= 2NRe
n
D
H
2 
?
A
D2

 bbH
To
= 2NRe
n
~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2

 bbH
To
=CRB 1d : (A.15)
We thus prove Theorem 1.
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Appendix B
Proof of Theorem 2
If the stochastic ML estimator is used for DOA estimation of mixed signals, as the
number of measurements N increases, the stochastic log-likelihood function tends to
the asymptotic stochastic log-likelihood function with signal covariance matrix equal
to Rxx = P + bb
H , and we are still able to obtain consistent estimators for , Rxx,
and Q.
Let f(Y ;) be the pdf based on the stochastic measurement model with  the real
column vector containing all the unknown parameters from ,Rxx, andQ. Assuming
^ is the ML estimator of , we apply a Taylor expansion as follows around the true
value of , which is denoted by 0.
@ ln f(Y ;)
@

=^
=
@ ln f(Y ;)
@

=0
+
@2 ln f(Y ;)
@2

=~
(^ 0) = 0; (B.1)
where ~ is a vector value between 0 and ^. Thus we have
^ 0 =  

1
N
@2 ln f(Y ;)
@@T
 1 
=~

1
N
@ ln f(Y ;)
@
 
=0
: (B.2)
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Using equations (15.47) and (15.48) in [42], we can show that
E
(
@ ln f(y(t);)
@

=0
)
= 0; (B.3)
E
(
@2 ln f(y(t);)
@k@l

=0
)
=trace

R
 1@ R
@k
R
 1@ R
@l

: (B.4)
Note that the expectations in (B.3) and (B.4) are computed under the pdf of the
mixed measurement model. This also holds for the all the following expectations in
this proof.
According to the central limit theorem, the second term on the right side of (B.2)
follows a Gaussian distribution with mean
E
(
1
N
@ ln f(Y ;)
@

=0
)
= 0 (B.5)
and covariance matrix
E
(
1
N2
@ ln f(Y ;)
@
@ ln f(Y ;)
@T

=0
)
=
1
N2
E
("
NX
t=1
@ ln f(y(t);)
@
#"
NX
s=1
@ ln f(y(s);)
@T
#
=0
)
=
1
N2
NX
t=1
E
(
@ ln f(y(t);)
@
@ ln f(y(t);)
@T

=0
)
=
1
N
E
(
@ ln f(y(t);)
@
@ ln f(y(t);)
@T

=0
)
: (B.6)
Using equations (15.47) and (15.48) in [42], and after some algebraic manipulations,
we obtain
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E(
@ ln f(y(t);)
@k
@ ln f(y(t);)
@l

=0
)
= E

yH(t) R
 1 @ R
@k
R
 1
y(t)yH(t) R
 1@ R
@l
R
 1
y(t)

 trace

R
 1 @ R
@k

trace

R
 1@ R
@l

: (B.7)
Applying Lemma 2 to the rst term on the right side of (B.7), we obtain
E
(
@ ln f(y(t);)
@k
@ ln f(y(t);)
@l

=0
)
= trace

R
 1 @ R
@k
R
 1@ R
@l

  trace

R
 1 @ R
@k
R
 1
AbbHAH R 1@
R
@l
R
 1
AbbHAH

: (B.8)
Thus, we have
E
(
@ ln f(y(t);)
@
@ ln f(y(t);)
@T

=0
)
= F SS   F b; (B.9)
where [F SS]kl and [F b]kl are equal to the rst and second terms on the right side of
(B.8), respectively. Note that F SS is the Fisher information matrix for  under the
single measurement pdf f(y(t);).
For the rst term on the right side of (B.2), according to the law of large numbers
and the consistency of ^, we have the following result as N !1:
1
N
@2 ln f(Y ;)
@k@l

=~
! 1
N
@2 ln f(Y ;)
@k@l

=0
! E
(
@2 ln f(y(t);)
@k@l

=0
)
: (B.10)
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From the result in (B.4), as N !1, we obtain
1
N
@2 ln f(Y ;)
@@T

=~
! F SS: (B.11)
According to Slutsky's Theorem, as N ! 1, ^   0 asymptotically follows the
Gaussian distribution N (0;CA), where the covariance matrix
CA =
1
N
F 1SS (F SS   F b)F 1SS =
1
N
(F 1SS   F 1SSF bF 1SS ): (B.12)
Now let us consider the asymptotic error covariance matrix ACS  for DOA estima-
tion, which is a sub-matrix of CA. According to (B.12), we have
ACS  = CS   Cb ; (B.13)
where CS  and Cb  are the sub-matrices related to  in F
 1
SS =N and F
 1
SSF bF
 1
SS =N ,
respectively. Note that CS  is the stochastic CRB on DOA estimation with mea-
surements from CN (0; R). Thus, to prove this theorem, we need to show Cb  = 0.
We rst reformulate F b as follows.
[F b]kl = trace

@ R
@k
R
 1
AbbHAH R
 1@ R
@l
R
 1
AbbHAH R
 1

=

@r
@k
H 
R
 1
AbbHAH R
 1T



R
 1
AbbHAH R
 1 @r
@l

; (B.14)
where r = vecf Rg. The following equation [44] is used in the derivation of (B.14):
tracefABCDg =  vecAT	T  DT 
BvecfCg; (B.15)
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which holds for any matrices A, B, C, and D that can make the product ABCD.
Thus, from (B.14) we can formulate F b as
F b =

@r
@T
H 
R
 1
AbbHAH R
 1T 
  R 1AbbHAH R 1 @r
@T
= H

AbbH A
H
T



AbbH A
H


= H
h 
Ab
 
 ( Ab)i h  AbT 
 ( Ab)Hi; (B.16)
where
A = R
  1
2A; (B.17)
 =

R
 T
2 
 R  12
 @r
@T
: (B.18)
Let  = [T ;T ; qT ]T , where  and q are real column vectors containing the unknown
parameters from Rxx and Q, respectively. We partition  into [43]
 = [U j	] =

R
 T
2 
 R  12
 @r
@T
 @r@T ; @r@qT

; (B.19)
where 	 can be further partitioned into
	 = [V jW ] =

R
 T
2 
 R  12
 @r
@T
 @r@qT

: (B.20)
Similarly, we partition F SS into [43]
F SS =
264 UH
	H
375 [U ;	] =
264 UHU UH	
	HU 	H	
375 : (B.21)
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According to the results from (B.16)-(B.21) and after some matrix manipulations, we
can express Cb  as
Cb  = 
H ; (B.22)
where
 =
 
UH?	U
 1
UH?	
h 
Ab
 
 ( Ab)i : (B.23)
From the result in [43], we have
?	 = 
?
V  ?VW

WH?VW
 1
WH?V ; (B.24)
where ?V can be expressed as
?V = 
?
A

 A = I 
?A +?A 
 I  ?A 
?A: (B.25)
Then we obtain
?V
h 
Ab
 
 ( Ab)i
=

I 
?A +?A 
 I  ?A 
?A
 h 
Ab
 
 ( Ab)i
=
 
Ab
 
  ?A Ab+  ?A Ab
 ( Ab)
  ?A Ab
  ?A Ab = 0: (B.26)
Therefore we have  = 0 and Cb  = 0. The theorem is proved.
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Appendix C
Proof of Lemma 2
From Theorem 1 in [46], we have
E

xHBxxHDx
	
= E

xHBx
	
E

xHDx
	
+E

xH 
 xH	E Dx
  Bx	
+E

xHE

BxxH
	
Dxg   2ExH	EfBxgExH	EfDxg: (C.1)
Note that
E

xHBx
	
= trace

B
 
C + H
	
; (C.2)
E

xH 
 xH	E Bx
  Dx	 =  H 
 H
[(B)
 (D)] = HBHD; (C.3)
E

xHE

BxxH
	
Dxg = ExHB C + HDxg
= trace

B
 
C + H

EfDxxHg	
= trace

B
 
C + H

D
 
C + H
	
: (C.4)
Substituting (C.2), (C.3), and (C.4) into (C.1), we obtain (2.92).
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Appendix D
Proof of Proposition 5
For 1D DOA estimation of mixed signals, according to the result in [19], we have
ACRB 1D  = 2NRe
n
~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2

RTxx
o
= 2NRe
n
~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2

 (bbH)T
o
+2NRe
n
~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2

 P T
o
=CRB 1d  + 2NRe
n
~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2

 P T
o
: (D.1)
Note that 2NRe
n
~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2

 P T
o
is the inverse of the asymptotic deterministic
CRB on DOA estimation with signal and noise correlation matrices equal to P and
Q. In [43], it was shown that
CRB 1S   2NRe
n
~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2

 P T
o
: (D.2)
According to (2.79) and (D.2), we obtain (2.94) for 1D DOA estimation.
For 2D DOA estimation, we have
ACRB 1D  = CRB
 1
d  + 2NRe
n
~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2

  P T 
o (D.3)
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According to Proposition 2, we have
CRBS   1
N

 1; (D.4)
where
1
N

 1 =
1
2N
Re

~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2


h 
P ~A
H ~R
 1 ~AP
T


i 1
 1
2N
Re
n
~D
H
2 
?
~A
~D2

  P T 
o 1; (D.5)
since P  P ~AH ~R 1 ~AP [8]. Thus we get (2.94) for 2D DOA estimation.
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Appendix E
Proof of Proposition 6
The rst inequality in (2.95) was proved for 1D DOA estimation in [8]. For the 2D
case, since both Rxx and Rxx + 
2
 
AHA
 1
are nonsingular, we have
N RTxx 
	 = N Rxx + 2 AHA 1T 
 : (E.1)
Note that

Rxx + 
2
 
AHA
 1T 
y = Rxx + 2 AHA 1 T 
y: (E.2)
According to Proposition 3 and Lemma 3, we have
ACD   
2
2N

Re

DH2 
?
AD2


h
R 1xx
+2R 1xx
 
AHA
 1
R 1xx
 T


i 1
= ACS : (E.3)
The last equality in (E.3) holds from (2.88) and the results in [8].
We now prove the second inequality in (2.95) for 1D DOA estimation. The 2D case
can be proved in a similar way. WhenQ = 2I, we have the asymptotic deterministic
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CRB as [7]
ACRBD  =
2
2N
Re
 
DH2 
?
AD2
RTxx	 1 : (E.4)
According to the results in Theorems 1 and 2, we obtain
ACRB 1D   CRB 1M  =
2N
2
Re
n 
DH?AD


h
P   PAH

APAH + 2I
 1
AP
iTo
= 2NRe
n 
DH?AD
 2P 1 +AHA To; (E.5)
ACRB 1D   AC 1S  =
2N
2
Re
n 
DH?AD
 hRxx
 RxxAH

ARxxA
H + 2I
 1
ARxx
iTo
= 2NRe
n 
DH?AD
 2R 1xx +AHA To: (E.6)
The second equalities in (E.5) and (E.6) hold from the results in [8].
For mixed signals, we have
Rxx = P + bb
H  P : (E.7)
Thus, we have
ACRB 1D   CRB 1M   ACRB 1D   AC 1S ; (E.8)
from which we obtain the second inequality in (2.95).
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Appendix F
Proof of Lemma 3
We rst present the following lemma [47] before proceeding to the proof.
Lemma 4. Suppose a Hermitian matrix
W =
264 T S
SH D
375 (F.1)
is partitioned symmetrically such that T and D are also Hermitian matrices. Then
W  0 if and only if T  0, D   SHT yS  0, and NfT g  NfSHg.
Using Lemma 4, we can easily show that the matrix
264 C B
B BCyB
375  0: (F.2)
As a result,
Re
8><>:
264 AC AB
AB A (BCyB)
375
9>=>; = Re
8><>:
264 A A
A A
375
264 C B
B BCyB
375
9>=>;
 0: (F.3)
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Thus, it holds that
Re

A  BCyB	  RefABg fRefACgg 1RefABg  0; (F.4)
from which we obtain (2.96).
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Appendix G
Proof of Equation (3.8)
Using the Woodbury matrix identity [60], we have
 
APAH +Q
 1
= Q 1  Q 1A P 1 +AHQ 1A 1AHQ 1; (G.1)
from which we have
AH
 
APAH +Q
 1
= AHQ 1  AHQ 1A
 P 1 +AHQ 1A 1AHQ 1
= AHQ 1  
h
P +
 
AHQ 1A
 1i 1
PAHQ 1; (G.2)
and
AH
 
APAH +Q
 1
A = AHQ 1A AHQ 1A
 P 1 +AHQ 1A 1AHQ 1A
=AHQ 1A
 
P 1 +AHQ 1A
 1
P 1
=
h
P +
 
AHQ 1A
 1i 1
: (G.3)
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We thus have
h
AH
 
APAH +Q
 1
A
i 1
AH
 
APAH +Q
 1
=
h
P +
 
AHQ 1A
 1in
IL  
h
P +
 
AHQ 1A
 1i 1
P
o
AHQ 1
=
 
AHQ 1A
 1
AHQ 1: (G.4)
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Appendix H
Proof of Proposition 8
Let  =

T ; T ; bT
T
, where  = [pT ;T ]T , and b = [cT ;!T ]T . According to the
Fisher information matrix equation [42], we have
[FIMM]mn = 2Re
(
NX
t=1
@H(t)
@m
R 1
@(t)
@n
)
+Ntrace

R 1
@R
@m
R 1
@R
@n

; (H.1)
where FIMM is the Fisher information matrix for , [FIMM]mn is the (m;n)-th
element of FIMM, Refg denotes the real part of a complex number, (t) = AC'(t),
and m is the m-th element of .
Let FD be the matrix of the same size as FIMM, with [FD]mn equal to the rst term
on the right side of (H.1). If m is a parameter from , we have
@(t)
@m
= 0. Therefore,
FD=
266664
FD  FD  FD b
FD  FD  FD b
FD b FD b FD bb
377775=
266664
FD  0 FD b
0 0 0
FD b 0 FD bb
377775 ; (H.2)
where FD ;FD ; : : : ;FD bb are the sub-matrices of FD containing the elements
related to the parameters specied in their subscripts.
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Similarly, let F S be the matrix of the same size as FIMM, with [F S]mn equal to the
second term on the right side of (H.1). Since
@R
@m
= 0 (H.3)
if m is a parameter from b, we have
F S=
266664
F S  F S  F S b
F S  F S  F S b
F S b F S b F S bb
377775=
266664
F S  F S  0
F S  F S  0
0 0 0
377775 : (H.4)
From the results in (H.2) and (H.4), we obtain
FIMM=FD+F S=
266664
FD  + F S  F S  FD b
F S  F S  0
FD b 0 FD bb
377775 ; (H.5)
from which we have
CRB 1M  = FD  + F S    [F S  FD b]

264F S  0
0 FD bb
375
 1 264 F S 
FD b
375
= FD    FD bF 1D bbFD b
+F S    F S F 1S F S ; (H.6)
where
F S    F S F 1S F S  = CRB 1S : (H.7)
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Using the result in [57], we have
FD    FD bF 1D bbFD b
= 2NRe

D
H
?A D



CR^C
H
T
= 2NRe

~D
H
?~A
~D



CR^C
H
T
=CRB 1D ; (H.8)
where D = R 
1
2D, A = R 
1
2A, ~D = Q 
1
2D, and R^ =
1
N
PN
t=1'(t)'
H(t), and 
denotes the Hadamard product. The second equality in (H.8) holds from the following
result given in [43]:
R 
1
2?AR
  1
2 = Q 
1
2?~AQ
  1
2 : (H.9)
Substituting (H.7) and (H.8) into (H.6), we obtain (3.30).
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Appendix I
Proof of Proposition 9
We rst give a proof that the ML estimation is consistent, which we believe is neces-
sary since the typical conclusion (see [42]) that the ML estimation is consistent does
not straightforwardly hold here due to the temporally non-stationary measurements.
Let 0 = [
T
0 ; 
T
0 ; c
T
0 ;!
T
0 ]
T be the vector of true parameter values. Also we let
A0 = A(0) and 0 = j!=!0 . According to (3.11), we have the LL function as
L() =   log jRj   traceR 1Ryy	 ; (I.1)
where
Ryy =
1
N
[Y  AC][Y  AC]H
=
1
N
[Y  A0C00 +A0C00  AC]
[Y  A0C00 +A0C00  AC]H
=Ryy;0 +Ryy;1 +Ryy;2 +R
H
yy;2; (I.2)
in which
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Ryy;0 =
1
N
[Y  A0C00][Y  A0C00]H ;
Ryy;1 =
1
N
[A0C00  AC][A0C00  AC]H ;
Ryy;2 =
1
N
[Y  A0C00][A0C00  AC]H : (I.3)
Let rm be the m-th column of the matrix
1
N
[Y  A0C00][A0C00]H , which can be
expressed as
rm =
1
N
NX
t=1
[y(t) A0C0'0(t)]Tm'0(t); (I.4)
where m is the m-th column of (A0C0)
H . Note that the auto-covariance matrix of
y(t) A0C0'0(t) is R0, the true value of R. Therefore, we have
covfrmg = R0Tm
PN
t=1'

0(t)'
T
0 (t)
N2
m: (I.5)
Since
PN
t=1 '

0(t)'
T
0 (t)
N2
! 0 as N !1, we have
1
N
[Y  A0C00][A0C00]H ! 0 (I.6)
in probability when N !1. Similarly, we can show
1
N
[Y  A0C00][AC]H ! 0 (I.7)
in probability as N !1. Therefore, we have
Ryy;2 ! 0 (I.8)
in probability as N !1.
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Since the limits of 1
N
0
H
0 ,
1
N
H , and 1
N
H0 exist when N !1, the asymptotic
value of Ryy;1 also exists as N ! 1. For instance, 1N0H0 converges to IJ as
N !1. We hence have the asymptotic value of Ryy;1 when ! = !0 as
Rasyy;1 = [A0C0  AC][A0C0  AC]H : (I.9)
As a result of (I.8), (I.9), and the fact that Ryy;0 ! R0 in probability as N ! 1,
we have
Ryy ! R0 +Rasyy;1 (I.10)
in probability as N ! 1. We thus obtain L() converges in probability to its
asymptotic value Las() from the continuous mapping theorem [58]. Using the Levy's
Theorem [61], we have L() also converges with probability 1 to Las().
Note that
Las() =   log jRj   traceR 1(R0 +Rasyy;1)	
   log jR0 +Rasyy;1j  M; (I.11)
where the inequality holds from the following Lemma 1 [37].
Lemma 5. Let  be an M M positive denite matrix. Then, for a > 0 and b > 0,
jRj b expf atracefR 1gg  ja=bj b expf Mbg (I.12)
for all M M positive denite matrices R. The equality holds if and only if R =
a=b.
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When  = 0, we have R = R0, R
as
yy;1 = 0, and thus
Las(0) =   log jR0j  M  Las(); (I.13)
from which we can see that the asymptotic LL function achieves its maximum at
 = 0. Assuming a unique maximum point for the LL function, we obtain the ML
estimation is consistent since the LL function is dierentiable [62].
We now derive the asymptotic error covariance matrix of the mixed ML estimator.
Let a = a1 + a2 be the length of , and a1 and a2 be the lengths of [
T ; T ; cT ]T and
!, respectively. We rst dene a new matrix  N , which is a a  a diagonal matrix
with the rst a1 diagonal elements equal to
p
N and the last a2 diagonal elements
equal to N
p
N .
Assuming fY (Y ;) is the pdf from the narrow-band measurement model and ^ is
the ML estimate of , we apply a Taylor expansion on fY (Y ;) around 0 such
that
@ ln fY (Y ;)
@

=^
=
@ ln fY (Y ;)
@

=0
+
@2 ln fY (Y ;)
@@T

=~
(^ 0) = 0; (I.14)
where ~ is a vector value between 0 and ^. Thus we have
 N(^ 0) =  

  1N
@2 ln fY (Y ;)
@@T
  1N
 1 
=~

  1N
@ ln fY (Y ;)
@
 
=0
: (I.15)
Let
t =  
 1
N
@ ln fy(t)(y(t);)
@

=0
: (I.16)
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Using the results in [42], we have E ftg = 0 and
[covf Ntg]mn= 2Re

@H(t)
@m
R 1
@(t)
@n
 
=0
+trace

R 1
@R
@m
R 1
@R
@n
 
=0
; (I.17)
We let F d(t) and F s be matrices with [F d(t)]mn and [F s]mn equal to the rst and
the second terms on the right side of (I.17), respectively. For simplicity, we omit the
subscript  = 0 in the following equations.
The formula of F s, which is not dependent on !, c, and t, has been well addressed
in [43]. We now consider the expression of F d(t). Since
(t)
@!m
= Acm
@ej!mt
@!m
= Acm  jtej!mt; (I.18)
where cm is the m-th column of C, we have
@(t)
@!T
=
 
'Td (t)
A

C; (I.19)
where 'd(t) = [jte
j!1t; : : : ; jtej!J t]T , and C = blkdiagfc1; : : : ; cJg is a block diagonal
matrix with the J diagonal blocks equal to c1; : : : ; cJ . From the results in [57], we
have
@(t)
@T
=
 
'T (t)CT

 IMDA; (I.20)
@(t)
@cT
= [1; j]
'T (t)
A; (I.21)
where DA = @vecfAg=@T . Therefore,
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F d !(t) = 2Re
n
C
H
'd(t)
AH

R 1
 
'T (t)CT

 IMDAo
= 2Re
n
C
H
h 
C'(t)'Hd (t)
T 
  AHR 1iDAo; (I.22)
F d !c(t) = 2Re
n
C
H
'd(t)
AH

R 1
 
[1; j]
'T (t)
Ao
= 2Re
n
C
H
h
[1; j]
  '(t)'Hd (t)T 
  AHR 1Aio; (I.23)
F d !!(t) = 2Re
n
C
H
'd(t)
AH

R 1

'Td (t)
A

C
o
= 2Re
n
C
H
h 
'd(t)'
H
d (t)
T 
  AHR 1Ai Co: (I.24)
The expressions for F d (t), F d c(t), and F d cc(t) are given in [57] as
F d (t)=2Re
n
DHA
h 
C'(t)'H(t)CH
T
R 1iDAo; (I.25)
F d c(t) = 2Re
n
[1; j]

h
DHA
 
'(t)'H(t)CH
T 
R 1Aio; (I.26)
F d cc(t)= 2Re
264 1 j
 j 1
375
h '(t)'H(t)T
  AHR 1Ai: (I.27)
From the results in (I.22){(I.27), we have the covariance matrix of the second term
on the right side of (I.15) as
NX
t=1
covftg = F d + F s; (I.28)
where
F d=
NX
t=1
  1N F d(t) 
 1
N =
266666664
F d  0 F d c F d !
0 0 0 0
F d c 0 F d cc F d c!
F d ! 0 F d !c F d !!
377777775
; (I.29)
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F d  =
1
N
PN
t=1 F d (t), F d c =
1
N
PN
t=1 F d c(t), F d cc =
1
N
PN
t=1 F d cc(t), F d ! =
1
N2
PN
t=1 F d !(t), F d !c =
1
N2
PN
t=1 F d !c(t), and F d !! =
1
N3
PN
t=1 F d !!(t). We
can see that the expressions for F d ;F d c; : : : ;F d !! can be obtained by replacing
'(t)'H(t), '(t)'Hd (t), and'd(t)'
H
d (t) in (I.22){(I.27) with R^ =
1
N
PN
t=1'(t)'
H(t),
R^d =
1
N2
PN
t=1'(t)'
H
d (t), and R^dd =
1
N3
PN
t=1'd(t)'
H
d (t), respectively.
As N ! 1, we can easily show that R^, R^d , and R^dd all converge to nite
matrices. Therefore, as N increases, F d converges to a nite matrix F
as
d and
NX
t=1
covftg ! F asd + F s: (I.30)
Let t =
p
Nt. Examining the results in (I.22){(I.27), we can see that covf1g; : : : ;
covfNg remain nite as N increases. Therefore, for arbitrary  > 0, we have as
N !1,
NX
t=1
Z
ktk>
ktk2ft(t;)dt =
1
N
NX
t=1
Z
ktk>
p
N
ktk2ft(t;)dt ! 0: (I.31)
From (I.30) and (I.31), we can see that the sequence 1;    ;N satises the condi-
tions in Theorem 3. As a consequence, we have
PN
t=1 t, which is the second term on
the right side of (I.15), asymptotically follows N (0;F asd + F s).
We now consider the rst term on the right side of (I.15). Using the result in [42], we
have
@ ln fy(t)(y(t);)
@m
=  trace

R 1
@R
@m

+ [y(t)  (t)]H
R 1 @R
@m
R 1[y(t)  (t)] + [y(t)  (t)]H
R 1@(t)
@m
+
@H(t)
@m
R 1[y(t)  (t)]: (I.32)
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Taking the second order partial derivative for (I.32), which resorts to equation (15.48)
in [42], we can obtain after some algebraic operations that (detailed derivation, which
is lengthy but simple, is omitted here)
  1N
@2 ln fY (Y ;)
@@T
  1N

=~
!  (F asd + F s) (I.33)
as N !1. Note that ~! 0 as N !1 due to the consistency of ^.
According to Slutsky's theorem, the result in (I.33), and the fact that
PN
t=1 t asymp-
totically follows N (0;F asd + F s), we conclude that ^   0 asymptotically follows
N  0;  1N (F asd +F s) 1  1N . From (I.17) and (I.28), we can see that  N(F d+F s) N
is the Fisher information matrix for . Using the fact that F d converges to F
as
d as
N increases, we obtain that the asymptotic CRB also equals   1N (F
as
d + F s)
 1  1N .
We thus prove the proposition. The asymptotic CRB on  can be obtained by using
(3.30) and replacing R^ in (H.8) with an identity matrix of the same size.
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Appendix J
Proof of Proposition 10
If the stochastic estimator is used for DOA estimation of mixed signals, the objective
function to be maximized is the stochastic LL function
L(;P ;Q) =   log APAH +Q  traceAPAH +Q 1 Y Y H
N

: (J.1)
As N increases, Y Y H=N converges to the true value of A PAH + Q. Thus, the
stochastic estimator provides consistent estimates for , P , and Q.
Let fY (Y ; ) be the pdf based on the stochastic measurement model. Assuming ^ is
the stochastic estimate of , we apply a Taylor expansion as follows around the true
value of , which is denoted by 0.
@ ln fY (Y ; )
@

=^
=
@ ln fY (Y ; )
@

=0
+
@2 ln fY (Y ; )
@@T

=~
(^   0) = 0; (J.2)
where ~ is a vector value between 0 and ^. Thus we have
p
N(^   0) =  

1
N
@2 ln fY (Y ; )
@@T
 1 
=~

1p
N
@ ln fY (Y ; )
@
 
=0
: (J.3)
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For simplicity, we omit the subscript  = 0 in the following equations. Using equa-
tions (15.47) and (15.48) in [42], we can show that
@ ln fy(t)(y(t); )
@m
=  trace

R
 1 @ R
@m

+ trace

R
 1 @ R
@m
R
 1
y(t)yH(t)

; (J.4)
@2 ln fy(t)(y(t); )
@m@n
= trace

R
 1 @ R
@m
R
 1@ R
@n

  trace

R
 1 @ R
@m@n

 trace

R
 1@ R
@n
R
 1 @ R
@m
R
 1
y(t)yH(t)

+trace

R
 1 @ R
@m@n
R
 1
y(t)yH(t)

 trace

R
 1 @ R
@m
R
 1@ R
@n
R
 1
y(t)yH(t)

: (J.5)
Thus we have
E

@ ln fy(t)(y(t); )
@m

= trace

Km R(t)

  trace

R
 1 @ R
@m

; (J.6)
where Km = R
 1 @ R
@m
R
 1
and R(t) = R + (t)H(t). Note that the expecta-
tion in (J.6) is computed under the pdf of the mixed measurement model. This
also holds for the all the following expectations in this proof. Using the fact that
1
N
PN
t=1 y(t)y
H(t)! R as N !1 and the consistency of ^, we have
1
N
@2 ln fY (Y ; )
@m@n

=~
!  trace

R
 1 @ R
@m
R
 1@ R
@n

; (J.7)
as N !1.
Let
t =
1p
N
t =
1p
N
ln fy(t)(y(t); )
@
; (J.8)
and [t]m be the m-th element of t. Using the results in (J.4) and (J.6), we have
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[t]m   E

[t]m
	
= trace

Km

y(t)yH(t)  R(t)	
= trace

Km

~y(t)~yH(t) + ~y(t)H(t) + (t)~yH(t) R	; (J.9)
where ~y(t) = y(t)   (t). Using (J.9) and algebraic manipulations, we have the
covariance of [t]m and [t]n as
cov

[t]m; [t]n
	
=
7X
i=1
Gi(t); (J.10)
where
G1(t) = E

tracefKm~y(t)~yH(t)gtracefKn ~y(t)~yH(t)g
	
= tracefKmRgtracefKnRg+ tracefKmRKnRg; (J.11)
G2(t) =  E

tracefKmRgtracefKn~y(t)~yH(t)g
	
=  tracefKmRgtracefKnRg; (J.12)
G3(t) = E

tracefKm[~y(t)H(t) + (t)~yH(t)]g
tracefKn[~y(t)H(t) + (t)~yH(t)]g
	
= tracefKmRKn(t)H(t)g+ tracefKm(t)H(t)KnRg; (J.13)
G4(t) =  E

tracefKm~y(t)~yH(t)gtracefKnRg
	
=  tracefKmRgtracefKnRg; (J.14)
G5(t) = tracefKmRgtracefKnRg; (J.15)
G6(t) = E

tracefKm[~y(t)H(t) + (t)~yH(t)]gtracefKn~y(t)~yH(t)g
	
; (J.16)
G7(t) = E

tracefKm~y(t)~yH(t)gtracefKn[~y(t)H(t) + (t)~yH(t)]g
	
: (J.17)
Note that we obtain (J.13) by the fact that Ef~y(t)~yT (t)g = 0, and equation (J.11)
comes from Appendix 15C in [42]. Substituting the results in (J.11)-(J.17) into (J.10),
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we have
cov

[t]m; [t]n
	
= G6(t) +G7(t) + trace

KmRKnR
	
+trace

KmRKn(t)
H(t)
	
+ trace

Km(t)
H(t)KnR
	
; (J.18)
Since 1
N
PN
t=1(t)! 0 and 1N
PN
t=1'(t)'
H(t)! IJ as N !1, we have
1
N
NX
t=1
G6(t)! 0; (J.19)
1
N
NX
t=1
G7(t)! 0; (J.20)
and
1
N
NX
t=1
(t)H(t)! ACCHAH (J.21)
as N !1. From (J.18)-(J.21), we obtain
NX
t=1
covftg ! F S   F  (J.22)
as N !1, where
[F S]mn = trace

R
 1 @ R
@m
R
 1@ R
@n

; (J.23)
[F ]mn = trace

KmACC
HAHKnACC
HAH
	
: (J.24)
In addition, we can see that t is a random vector with nite correlation matrix.
Therefore, as N !1,
NX
t=1
Z
ktk>
ktk2ft(t;)dt =
1
N
NX
t=1
Z
ktk>
p
N
ktk2ft(t;)dt ! 0: (J.25)
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From Theorem 1, we have
PN
t=1

t Eftg

asymptotically follows N (0;F S F ).
According to (J.6), we have
E

[t]m
	
= trace

Km R(t)
	  traceKm R	
= trace

KmAC['(t)'
H(t)  IJ ]CHAH
	
; (J.26)
from which we have
PN
t=1 Eftg ! 0 asN !1 since 1pN
PN
t=1

'(t)'H(t) IJ
! 0
as N ! 1. As a result, we can see that PNt=1 t, which is the second term on the
right side of (J.3), asymptotically follows N (0;F S   F ). From this result and the
result in (J.7), we have ^   0 asymptotically follows N

0;
F 1S  F
 1
S
F F
 1
S
N

.
Using the property that
tracefABCDg =  vecAT	T  DT 
BvecfCg (J.27)
for arbitrary matrices A, B, C, and D that can produce ABCD [63], we rewrite
[F ]mn = trace

@ R
@m
R
 1
ACCHAH R
 1@ R
@n
R
 1
ACCHAH R
 1

=

@r
@m
H 
R
 1
ACCHAH R
 1T



R
 1
ACCHAH R
 1 @r
@n

; (J.28)
where r = vecf Rg. Thus we can formulate F  as
F  =

@r
@T
H 
R
 1
ACCHAH R
 1T



R
 1
ACCHAH R
 1 @r
@T
=H
h
ACCH A
H
T



ACCH A
H
 i
; (J.29)
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where A = R
  1
2A, and
 =

R
 T
2 
 R 
1
2
 @r
@T
: (J.30)
Thus, we have
F 1S F F
 1
S
=WWH ; (J.31)
where W = F 1S 
H

( A

C)
 ( AC).
We partition  into
 = [U jV ] =

R
 T
2 
 R 
1
2
 @r
@T
;
@r
@T
 @r@pT

; (J.32)
and partition F S (note that F S = 
H from (J.27)) into
F S =
264 UH
V H
375 [U ;V ] =
264UHU UHV
V HU V HV
375 : (J.33)
Applying the block-wise matrix inversion (see equation (2.8.17) in [63]) to F S and
employing some algebraic matrix operations, we obtain
W 1:l =
 
UH?VU
 1
UH?V

( A

C)
 ( AC); (J.34)
whereW 1:l is the matrix consisting of the rst l rows ofW , and l is the length of
.
According to the result in [43] that
?V = 
?
A

 A = I 
?A +?A 
 I  ?A 
?A; (J.35)
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we have ?V

( A

C) 
 ( AC) = 0 and W 1:l = 0. However, checking the value of
W (l+1):l , we nd that it is not 0 in general. Therefore, F
 1
S
F F
 1
S
is a matrix with
the bottom-right lp  lp sub-matrix non-negative denite, while all other elements
equal to 0. Note that lp and l are the lengths of p and , respectively. Thus,
the asymptotic error covariance matrix on  equals the upper-left l  l sub-matrix
related to  in
F 1S
N
, which is CRBS , and the asymptotic error covariance matrix
on  equals CRBS . The asymptotic error covariance matrix on p should generally
not be larger than CRBS p.
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Appendix K
Proof of Proposition 11
Applying block-wise matrix inversion (see (2.8.17) in [63]) to (H.5) and using the
results in (H.8) and [43], we have
1
N
CRB 1M  =
264 1NCRB 1D  + F M
MT T
375 : (K.1)
where
F =
1
N
 
F S    F S pF 1S ppF S p

= 2Re
n
~D
H
?~A
~D



P ~A
H ~R
 1 ~AP
To
; (K.2)
M =
1
N
 
F S    F S pF 1S ppF S p

= 2Re
n
T
h
~D
H
?~A




P T ~A
T ~R
 Ti

o
; (K.3)
T =
1
N
 
F S    F S pF 1S ppF S p

= 2Re
n
H

~R
 T
?~A


o
+H

? T~A 
?~A

; (K.4)
and ~R = Q 
1
2RQ 
1
2 . From (K.1) and the results in Proposition 2, we have
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1N
Cas 1M  =
264 1NCRBas 1D  + F M
MT T
375 ; (K.5)
where
CRBas 1D  = 2NRe
n
~D
H
?~A
~D

  CCHTo: (K.6)
Also from the results in [43], we have
1
N
CRB 1S  =
264 F M
M
T T
375 ; (K.7)
where the expressions of F , M , and T can be obtained by replacing P and R in
(K.2)-(K.4) with P and R, respectively.
In the following we rst show that
1
N
 
Cas 1M   CRB 1S 

= [S;O]H?H [S;O]  0; (K.8)
where H = A

 A with A = R  12A, O is an M2 l matrix with the m-th column
om =  vec

R 
1
2 (Q0mQ
 1ABHAH +ABAHQ 1Q0m)R
  1
2
	
; (K.9)
and S is an M2  L matrix with the m-th column sm = vecfZm + ZHmg, in which
Zm = Abmd
H
mR
  1
2 , dm is the m-th column of D, and bm is the m-th column of an
L L matrix B satisfying BHAHR 1AB = with
 =
 
P
 1
+ ~A
H ~A
 1    P 1 + ~AH ~A 1  0: (K.10)
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We show the equality in (K.8) holds by showing that the matrices on the two sides of
the equality are blockwise equal. Using the fact that P ~A
H ~R
 1 ~AP = P    P 1 +
~A
H ~A
 1
[8], we can obtain
1
N
CRBas 1D  + F   F = 2Re
n
~D
H
?~A
~D

T
o
; (K.11)
Following similar derivations in (27) and (30)-(32) in [43], we can obtain that
SH?HS = 2Re
n
~D
H
?~A
~D



B ~A
H ~R
 1 ~AB
To
; (K.12)
which equals the result in (K.11).
From the result in [8] that ~R
 1 ~A = ~A
 
P ~A
H ~A + IL
 1
, we can obtain ~R
 1 ~AP =
~A
 
~A
H ~A+ P 1
 1
and
M   M =  2Re
n
T
h
~D
H
?~A


   ~ATio: (K.13)
Following the derivation of (27) in [43], we can similarly obtain
?Hsm = vecf?AZHm +Zm?Ag: (K.14)
Using (K.14) and the property that
tracefXY g = vecfXHgHvecfY g (K.15)
for any matrices X and Y that can make XY [64], we obtain
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sHm
?
Hon =  vecf?AZHm +Zm?AgH
vecfR  12 (Q0nQ 1ABHAH +ABAHQ 1Q0n)R 
1
2g
=  2ReftracefQ0nQ 1ABHAHR 1AbmdHmQ 
1
2?~AQ
  1
2gg
=  2Reftracef ~Q0n ~AemeTm ~D
H
?~Agg
=  2Refvecf ~Q0ngHvecf ~AemeTm ~D
H
?~Agg
=  2Refvecf ~Q0ngH [( ~D
H
?~A)
T 
 ( ~A)]vecfemeTmgg
=  2RefvecfemeTmgT [( ~D
H
?~A)
 ( ~A)T ]vecf ~Q
0
ngg: (K.16)
Note that in the derivation of the second equality in (K.16), we resort to the result in
(H.9) and the fact that ?AZm = 0. From (K.16), we can see that S
H?HO equals
the result in (K.13).
Using the Woodbury matrix identity, we have ~R
 1
= IM   ~A
 
P 1 + ~A
H ~A
 1 ~AH .
As a result,
T   T = 2Re
n
H
h 
~A ~A
HT 
?~Aio: (K.17)
Using the property in (3.5), the facts that ?A A = 0 and 
?
A
 = (?A)
T , and the
result in [43] that
?A
 A = IM 
?A +?A 
 IM  ?A 
?A; (K.18)
we can obtain after some algebraic manipulations
?Hon =  vecf?AR 
1
2Q0nQ
 1ABHAHR 
1
2
+R 
1
2ABAHQ 1Q0nR
  1
2?Ag; (K.19)
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from which we can further obtain using (K.9) and (K.15) that
oHm
?
Hon = 2ReftracefR 
1
2ABAHQ 1Q0mR
  1
2?A
R  12Q0nQ 1ABHAHR 
1
2gg
= 2Reftracef ~Q0m?~A ~Q
0
n
~ABHAHR 1AB ~A
Hgg
= 2Reftracef ~Q0m?~A ~Q
0
n
~A ~A
Hgg
= 2Refvecf ~Q0mgHvecf?~A ~Q
0
n
~A ~A
Hgg
= 2Re

vecf ~Q0mgH

( ~A ~A
H
)T 
?~A

vecf ~Q0ng
	
; (K.20)
from which we can see that OH?HO is equal to the result in (K.17). We thus prove
that the equality in (K.8) holds, and show CasM   CRBS  and CasM   CRBS .
If the noise is spatially white, we have M = 0 and M = 0 [43]. The proof of
CasM   CRBS  simplies into
1
N
 
Cas 1M   CRB 1S 

=
1
N
CRBas 1D  + F   F
= 2Re
n
~D
H
?~A
~D

T
o
 0: (K.21)
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Appendix L
Proof of Proposition 12
Let  =

T ; 
T
; b
T T
, where  = [T1 ;    ; TK ]T with k = [pTk ;Tk ]T , and b =
[bT1 ;    ; bTK ]T with bk = [cTk ;!Tk ]T . According to the Fisher information matrix equa-
tion [42], we have
[FIMM]mn =
KX
k=1
2Re
(
NkX
t=1
@Hk (t)
@m
R 1k
@k(t)
@n
)
+
KX
k=1
Nktrace

R 1k
@Rk
@m
R 1k
@Rk
@n

; (L.1)
where FIMM is the Fisher information matrix for  based on the wide-band model,
[FIMM]mn is the (m;n)-th element of FIMM, Refg denotes the real part of a complex
value, k(t) = AkCk'k(t), and m is the m-th element of .
Let FD be a matrix of the same size as FIMM with [FD]mn equal to the rst term on
the right side of (L.1). If m is a parameter from , we have
@k(t)
@m
= 0. Therefore,
FD=
266664
FD  FD  FD b
FD  FD  FD b
FD b FD b FD bb
377775=
266664
FD  0 FD b
0 0 0
FD b 0 FD bb
377775 ; (L.2)
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where FD ;FD ; : : : ;FD bb are the sub-matrices of FD containing the elements
related to the parameters specied in their subscripts. Similarly, let F S be a matrix
of the same size as FIMM with [F S]mn equal to the second term on the right side of
(L.1). Since @Rk
@m
= 0 if m is a parameter from b,
F S=
266664
F S  F S  F S b
F S  F S  F S b
F S b F S b F S bb
377775=
266664
F S  F S  0
F S  F S  0
0 0 0
377775 : (L.3)
From the results in (L.2) and (L.3), we obtain
FIMM=FD+F S=
266664
FD  + F S  F S  FD b
F S  F S  0
FD b 0 FD bb
377775 ; (L.4)
from which we have
CRB 1M  = FD  + F S    [F S  FD b]
264F S  0
0 FD bb
375
 1 264 F S 
FD b
375
= FD    FD bF 1D bbFHD b + F S    F S F 1S FHS : (L.5)
Note that FD  =
PK
k=1 FDk , F S  =
PK
k=1 F Sk , FD b = [FD1 b1 ;    ;FDK bK ],
F S  = [F S1 1 ;    ;F SK K ], where
[FDk ]mn = 2Re
(
NkX
t=1
@Hk (t)
@k;m
R 1k
@k(t)
@k;n
)
; (L.6)
[F Sk ]mn = Nktrace

R 1k
@Rk
@k;m
R 1k
@Rk
@k;n

; (L.7)
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with k;n the n-th element of k = [
T ; Tk ; b
T
k ]
T .
Also we have
FD bb = blkdiagfFD1 b1b1 ;    ;FDK bKbKg; (L.8)
F S  = blkdiagfF S1 11 ;    ;F SK KKg; (L.9)
which are two block-diagonal matrices with the k-th diagonal blocks equal to FDk bkbk
and F Sk kk , respectively. We therefore have
CRB 1M  =
KX
k=1

FDk    FDk bkF 1Dk bkbkFHDk bk
+F Sk    F Sk kF 1Sk kkFHSk k

; (L.10)
where F Sk   F Sk kF 1Sk kkFHSk k = CRB 1Sk . Using the result in [57], we have
FDk    FDk bkF 1Dk bkbkFHDk bk
= 2NkRe

D
H
k 
?
Ak
Dk



CkR^kkC
H
k
T
= 2NkRe

~D
H
k 
?
~Ak
~Dk



CkR^kkC
H
k
T
=CRB 1Dk ; (L.11)
where Dk = R
  1
2
k Dk,
Ak = R
  1
2
k Ak,
~Dk = Q
  1
2
k Dk, R^kk =
1
Nk
PNk
t=1'k(t)'
H
k (t),
and  denotes the Hadamard product. The second equality in (L.11) holds from the
result R
  1
2
k 
?
Ak
R
  1
2
k = Q
  1
2
k 
?
~Ak
Q
  1
2
k given in [43]. We thus show (4.13).
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Appendix M
Proof of Proposition 13
We rst prove the ML estimation is consistent, since this conventional conclusion does
not straightforwardly holds here due to the temporally non-stationary measurements.
Let Lk(k) =   log jRkj trace

R 1k Rykyk
	
, and k0 and 0 be the true values of k
and , respectively. From the narrow-band result (see Appendix C in [67]), we have
Lk(k) converges with probability 1 as Nk ! 1 to an asymptotic value Lask (k)
satisfying Lask (k)  Lask (k0). Let N =
PK
k=1Nk, we rewrite the LL function as
L() = PKk=1 NkN Lk(k). Since NkN ! hk =  1k =PKk=1  1k as N ! 1, we have
L() converges to Las() = PKk=1 hkLask (k) with probability 1 as N ! 1 and
Las()  Las(0). Assuming a unique maximum point for the LL function, we have
the ML estimation of  is consistent since the LL function is dierentiable [62].
We now examine the asymptotic error covariance matrix of the mixed estimator. Let
fY k(Y k;k) be the probability density function (pdf) of Y k. Applying a Taylor
expansion around 0 to L(), we have
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 
 
^ 0

= 
"
  1
 
KX
k=1
@2 ln fY k(Y k;k)
@@T
!
  1
# 1
=~

"
  1
KX
k=1
@ ln fY k(Y k;k)
@
# 
=0
; (M.1)
where ^ is the ML estimate of , ~ is a vector between 0 and ^, and   is a diagonal
matrix with the number of rows (columns) equal to the length of  and the m-th
diagonal element equal to: (i)
p
N if m is one of ; (ii)
p
Nk if m is one of k or
ck; (iii) Nk
p
Nk if m is one of !k. For simplicity, we omit the subscript  = 0 in
the following equations.
Let lk = lk1+lk2 be the length ofk with lk1 and lk2 the lengths of [
T ; Tk ; c
T
k ]
T and !k,
respectively. Let k;t =  
 1
k @ ln fyk(t)(yk(t);k)=@k, where  k is an lk  lk diagonal
matrix with the rst lk1 diagonal elements equal to
p
Nk and the last lk2 diagonal
elements equal to Nk
p
Nk. According to the narrow-band results in [67], we havePNk
t=1 covfk;tg ! F asdk + F sk as Nk increases and
PNk
t=1 k;t asymptotically follows
N (0;F asdk + F sk), where expressions of F asdk and F sk can be obtained by replacing
all the metrics in the equations of F asd and F s in [67] with their counterparts from
the k-th sub-band. Since F asdk kk = 0, F sk kbk = 0 (see [67]), and Nk=N ! hk as
N !1, we obtain the second term on the right side of (M.1) asymptotically follows
a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix
F asM=
266664
PK
k=1 hk(F
as
dk 
+ F sk ) F s  F
as
d b
F s  F s  0
F asd b 0 F
as
d bb
377775 ; (M.2)
where
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F asd b = [
p
h1F
as
d1 b1
;    ;
p
hKF
as
dK bK
]; (M.3)
F s  = [
p
h1F s1 1 ;    ;
p
hKF sK K ]; (M.4)
F asd bb = blkdiagfF asd1 b1b1 ;    ;F asdK bKbKg; (M.5)
F s  = blkdiagfF s1 11 ;    ;F sK KKg: (M.6)
Since ^ is consistent, by the narrow-band result in [67], we have
  1k
@2 ln fY k(Y k;k)
@k@Tk
  1k

=~
!  (F asdk + F sk) (M.7)
as Nk !1. As a consequence,
"
  1
 
KX
k=1
@2 ln fY k(Y k;k)
@@T
!
  1
#
!  F asM (M.8)
whenN increases. We therefore have ^ 0 followsN
 
0;
 
 F asM 
 1
asymptotically,
where
 F asM =
266664
PK
k=1Nk(F
as
dk 
+ F sk ) F S  F
as
D b
F S  F S  0
F asD b 0 F
as
D bb
377775 (M.9)
with
F asD b = [N1F
as
d1 c1
; N21F
as
d1 !1
;    ; NKF asdK cK ; N2KF asdK !K ]; (M.10)
F asD bb = blkdiagfN1F asd1 c1c1 ; N31F asd1 !1!1 ;    ; NKF asdK cKcK ; N3KF asdK !K!Kg;(M.11)
F S  = [N1F s1 1 ;    ; NKF sK K ]; (M.12)
F S  = blkdiagfN1F s1 11 ;    ; NKF sK KKg: (M.13)
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Note that in the derivation of (M.9), we assume Nk=N = hk without aecting the
asymptotic property.
Using the results in [42], we can check that the covariance matrix of
PK
k=1
@ ln fY k (Y k;k)
@
,
which asymptotically equals  F asM , is the Fisher information matrix on . Hence, 
 F asM 
 1
is the asymptotic CRB on  and we prove the proposition. Note that the
asymptotic CRB on  can be obtained by using (4.13) and replacing R^kk in (L.11)
with an identity matrix of the same size.
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Appendix N
Proof of Proposition 14
For DOA estimation of wide-band mixed signals using the stochastic estimator, the
objective function to be maximized is the stochastic LL function
L() =
KX
k=1
Nk
N
n
  log Ak P kAHk +Qk
 trace
n 
Ak P kA
H
k +Qk
 1 Y kY Hk
Nk
oo
; (N.1)
where  = [T ;T ; pT ]T with p = [pT1 ; : : : ; p
T
K ]
T and  = [T1 ; : : : ;
T
K ]
T . As Nk
increases, Y kY
H
k =Nk converges with probability 1 to the true value ofAk
P kA
H
k +Qk.
As a result, the asymptotic function of L() achieves its maximum at the true value
of  and the stochastic estimator is consistent for .
Let fY k(Y k; k) be the pdf of Y k based on the stochastic measurement model, where
k = [
T ;Tk ; p
T
k ]
T . Assuming ^ is the stochastic estimate of  and applying a Taylor
expansion to L() around 0, the true value of , we have
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p
N
 
^   0

= 

1
N
 KX
k=1
@2 ln fY k(Y k; k)
@@T
 1
=~


1p
N
KX
k=1
@ ln fY k(Y k; k)
@

=0
; (N.2)
where ~ is a vector value between 0 and ^. For simplicity, we omit the subscript
 = 0 in all the following equations. From the narrow-band result in [67] and the
consistency of ^, we have as Nk !1,
  1
Nk
@2 ln fY k(Y k; k)
@k;m@k;n

=~
! trace

R
 1
k
@ Rk
@k;m
R
 1
k
@ Rk
@k;n

: (N.3)
As a result, we have as N !1,
  1
N
 KX
k=1
@2 ln fY k(Y k; k)
@@T

! F asS =
266664
PK
k=1 hkF Sk  F
as
S  F
as
S p
F asS  F
as
S  F
as
S p
F asS p F
as
S p F
as
S pp
377775 ; (N.4)
in which
F asS  = [h1F S1 1 ;    ; hKF SK K ]; (N.5)
F asS  = blkdiagfh1F S1 11 ;    ; hKF SK KKg; (N.6)
F asS p = [h1F S1 p1 ;    ; hKF SK pK ]; (N.7)
F asS p = blkdiagfh1F S1 1p1 ;    ; hKF SK K pKg; (N.8)
F asS pp = blkdiagfh1F S1 p1p1 ;    ; hKF SK pK pKg; (N.9)
and [F Sk ]mn equals the expression on the right side of (N.3).
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Let k;t =
1p
Nk
ln fyk(t)(yk(t);k)
@k
. According to the narrow-band result in [67], we havePNk
t=1 k;t asymptotically follows N (0;F Sk   F k), where
[F k ]mn = trace

Kk;mAkCkC
H
k A
H
k Kk;nAkCkC
H
k A
H
k
	
(N.10)
with Kk;m = R
 1
k
@ Rk
@k;m
R
 1
k . We thus have the second term on the right side of (N.2)
asymptotically follows N (0;F asS   F as ), where
F as =
266664
PK
k=1 hkF k  F
as
  F
as
 p
F as  F
as
  F
as
 p
F as p F
as
 p F
as
 pp
377775 ; (N.11)
in which
F as  = [h1F 1 1 ;    ; hKF K K ]; (N.12)
F as  = blkdiagfh1F 1 11 ;    ; hKF K KKg; (N.13)
F as p = [h1F 1 p1 ;    ; hKF K pK ]; (N.14)
F as p = blkdiagfh1F 1 1p1 ;    ; hKF K K pKg; (N.15)
F as pp = blkdiagfh1F 1 p1p1 ;    ; hKF K pK pKg: (N.16)
Therefore, we have ^  0 asymptotically follows N (0;F 1S  F 1S F F 1S ), where the
expressions of F S and F  can be obtained by replacing hk with Nk in (N.4) and
(N.11), respectively.
Using the results from (108)-(114) in [67], we can similarly formulate F k = 
H
k W kk
and F Sk = 
H
k k, where
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k = [GkjU kjV k] =

R
 T
2
k 
 R
  1
2
k
 @rk
@T
 @rk@Tk
 @rk@pTk

; (N.17)
W k =
 
AkCkC
H
k
A
H
k
T
   AkCkCHk AHk ; (N.18)
with rk = vecf Rkg, Ak = R 
1
2
k Ak, and vecfg the vectorization operator stacking
all the columns of a matrix, one below another, into a vector. Substituting the
expressions of F k and F Sk back into F  and F S and applying the block-wise matrix
inversion (see (2.8.17) in [63]) to F S, we obtain after algebraic matrix operations that
[F 1S F F
 1
S
] = [F
 1
S
]
264F  F 
FH F 
375 [F 1S ]; (N.19)
where [F 1S F F
 1
S
] is the sub-matrix related to  in F
 1
S
F F
 1
S
,
F  =
KX
k=1
NkG
H
k 
?
V k
W k
?
V k
Gk; (N.20)
F  = [N1G
H
1 
?
V 1
W 1
?
V 1
U 1;    ; NKGHK?V KWK?V KUK ]; (N.21)
F  = blkdiagfN1UH1 ?V 1W 1?V 1U 1;    ; NKUHK?V KWK?V KUKg: (N.22)
From the result in [67], we have ?V kW k
?
V k
= 0, k = 1; : : : ; K. Consequently,
[F 1S F F
 1
S
] = 0, and the asymptotic error covariance matrix on  equals the
sub-matrix related to  in F 1S . We can readily check that F
 1
S
is equal to CRBS .
We thus prove the proposition. Applying the block-wise matrix inversion to F S, we
obtain
CRBS =
 KX
k=1
Nk

F Sk    F Sk qkF Sk qkqkFHSk qk
 1
=
 KX
k=1
CRB 1Sk 
 1
; (N.23)
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where qk = [
T
k ; p
T
k ]
T and CRBSk  is the stochastic CRB matrix on DOA estimation
based on Nk measurements, each of which follows CN (0; Rk) with , pk, and k the
unknown parameters.
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Appendix O
Proof of Proposition 16
Let  =

T ; T ; cT
T
, where  = [T ;!T ]T ,  = [T1 ;    ; TNd ]T with n = [pTn ; n]T ,
and c = [cT1 ;    ; cTNd ]T . From the Fisher information matrix equation [42], we get
[FIMM]lm =
NdX
n=1
2Re
(
TdX
t=1
@Hn (t)
@l
R 1n
@n(t)
@m
)
(O.1)
+
NdX
n=1
Tdtrace

R 1n
@Rn
@l
R 1n
@Rn
@m

; (O.2)
in which FIMM is the Fisher information matrix for  based on the model in (5.12),
[FIMM]lm is the (l;m)-th element of FIMM, Refg denotes the real part of a complex
metric, n(t) = AnCn'(t), and l is the l-th element of .
Let FD be a matrix of the same size as FIMM with [FD]lm equal to the rst term on
the right side of (O.2). If l is in ,
@n(t)
@l
= 0. Thus, we have
FD=
266664
FD  FD  FD c
FD  FD  FD c
FD c FD c FD cc
377775=
266664
FD  0 FD c
0 0 0
FD c 0 FD cc
377775 ; (O.3)
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where FD ;FD ; : : : ;FD cc are the sub-matrices of FD containing the elements
related to the parameters specied in their subscripts. Similarly, let F S be a matrix
of the same size as FIMM with [F S]lm equal to the second term on the right side of
(O.2). Because @Rn
@l
= 0 if l is in c, we have
F S=
266664
F S  F S  F S c
F S  F S  F S c
F S c F S c F S cc
377775=
266664
F S  F S  0
F S  F S  0
0 0 0
377775 : (O.4)
Using (O.3) and (O.4), we obtain
FIMM=FD+F S=
266664
FD  + F S  F S  FD c
F S  F S  0
FD c 0 FD cc
377775 (O.5)
and
CRB 1M  = FD  + F S    [F S  FD c]
264F S  0
0 FD cc
375
 1 264 F S 
FD c
375
= FD    FD cF 1D ccFHD c + F S    F S F 1S FHS : (O.6)
Let n = [
T ; Tn ; c
T
n ]
T , n;l be the l-th element of n, and
[F Sn ]lm = Tdtrace

R 1n
@Rn
@n;l
R 1n
@Rn
@n;m

: (O.7)
Since
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F S  =
264F S  0
0 0
375 =
264PNdn=1 F Sn  0
0 0
375 ; (O.8)
F S  =
264 F S1 1    F SNd Nd
F S1 !1    F SNd !Nd
375 =
264F S1 1    F SNd Nd
0    0
375 ; (O.9)
and F S  = diagfF Sn 11 ;    ;F Sn NdNdg, we have
F S    F S F 1S FHS  =
264PNdn=1 F Sn 11 0
0 0
375 ; (O.10)
where
F Sn 11 = F Sn    F Sn nF 1Sn nnFHSn n : (O.11)
Also, let
[FDn ]lm = 2Re
(
TdX
t=1
@Hn (t)
@n;l
R 1n
@n(t)
@n;m
)
: (O.12)
Since FD cc = blkdiagfFD1 c1c1 ;    ;FDNd cNdcNdg, FD c = [FD1 c1 ;    ;FDNd cNd ],
and FD  =
PNd
n=1 FDn , we obtain
FD    FD cF 1D ccFHD c (O.13)
=
NdX
n=1
 
FDn    FDn cnF 1Dn cncnFHDn cn

(O.14)
=
NdX
n=1
 264 FDn  FDn !
FDn ! FDn !!
375 
264 FDn cn
FDn !cn
375F 1Dn cncn [FDn cn FDn cn!]
!
(O.15)
=
NdX
n=1
264FDn 11 FDn 12
FDn 21 FDn 22
375 ; (O.16)
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where
FDn 11 = FDn    FDn cnF 1Dn cncnFHDn cn ; (O.17)
FDn 12 = F
H
Dn 21 = FDn !   FDn cnF 1Dn cncnFHDn !cn ; (O.18)
FDn 22 = FDn !!   FDn !cnF 1Dn cncnFHDn !cn : (O.19)
The expressions for FDn !, FDn cn , and FDn cncn are given in [67]. Substituting
them into (O.18), we can show that FDn 12 = 0. Therefore, from (O.6), (O.10), and
(O.16), we have
CRB 1M  =
NdX
n=1
 
FDn 11 + F Sn 11

; (O.20)
where we can check that F Sn 11 = CRB
 1
Sn 
and FDn 11 = CRB
 1
Dn 
(see [67]).
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Appendix P
Derivation of Equation (6.16)
Note that
G(l;) = R(l)
H
 
IN 
 1

R()
=

 j 
Aj(l)
H
1J
 
IN 
 1
 
 j 
Aj()

1J
=

 j 
Aj(l)
H
1J

 j 

 
 1Aj()

1J
=
 
 Hk  j

  Ak(l)H 1Aj()JJ (P.1)
where

 j 
Aj(l)

1J is a matrix with 1J blocks whose jth block is  j
Aj(l)
and
 
 Hk  j

  Ak(l)H 1Aj()JJ is a matrix with JJ blocks whose (k; j)th
block is
 
 Hk  j

  Ak(l)H 1Aj().
Since  Hk  j = kj, we have
G
 
l;

= diag

Aj(l)
H 1Aj()

J
; (P.2)
which is a block-diagonal matrix of J blocks with the jth block equal toAj(l)
H 1Aj().
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Using (6:14), we obtain
cl = G(l; l)
 1G(l;)c
= diag
h 
Aj(l)
H 1Aj(l)
 1  
Aj(l)
H 1Aj()
i
J
c
= diag

P j(l; l)
 1P j(l;)

J
c; (P.3)
from which we derive (6:16).
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